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Geparal 
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The pumping plant is eSlential in m&!Q' irrigation systems. Pwap1rc 
conditions usually determine the t1P8 of pump that should be uaed. The 
irrigation pump must be fitted to the water supply and to the job to be 
accomplished it high efficiencies are to be obtained. Ita selection 
must be accurately made to secure desired results and ecoaomical opera
tion. 

Several ditterent types ot pumps are available to meet the needs of 
irrigation. These include the centrifugal, turbine, propeller air
lift and piston or reciprocating pumps. The centrifugal, turbine, and 
propeller pumps are the types commonly used tor irrigation pumping. 

Centrifugal pumps usuallT give etficient operation over a relatively 
vide range of operating coOOi tiona when pumping against total heads ex
ceeding approximately 12 teet. The centrifugal pump sucks the water 
from the source of supply to the pump. It ii, therefore, l1.Ddted to 
locations ~ conditions where this distance is within the l1.Ddta of 
suction. This limitation will be discussed under the section on deter
mining suotion lifts tor centrifugal pumps. 

Because it operates successfully under any head, the dee~well turbine 
pump is best adapted to use in vells. It is used in installations where 
centrif'ugal pumps cannot be set near the water surface. 

The propeller pump is adapted to delivering a large quantity of' water 
uDder low heads. It is adapted to surface irrigation where large 
streams at lov heads are required. The propeller pump alao il used 
extensive11 in pumping for drainage. 

For deep wells with relatively high static water levels, the airlift 
pump is of' 11m! ted application. The 1ni tial cost is general17 lower 
than that for other types of pumps, but the overating efficiencies are 
rather low. 

The pieton or reciprocating pump is no lODger used extensively in irri
gation. This pump is efficient tor relativel1 small capacities at high 
beads. 
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Centrifugal Pumps 

General. 
Centrifugal pumps are built in two types--the horizontal centrifugal 
and the vertical centrifugal. The horizontal type has a vertical im
peller connected to a horizontal shaft. The vertical centrifugal pump 
has a horizontal impeller connected to a vertical shaft. 

Both types of centrifugal pumps dra~ water into their impellers, so they 
must be set only a relatlvely few feet above the water surface. In this 
respect the vertical type has an advantage in that it can be lowered to 
the depth required to pump water and the vertical shaft extended to the 
surface wher, power is applied. The centrifugal pump is limited to pump
ing from reservoirs, lakes, streams, and shallow wells where the total 
suction lift 1s not more than approximately 20 feet. 

The horizontal centrifugal (fig. 8-1) is the one most commonly used in 
irrigation. It costs less, is easier to install, and is more accessible 
for inspection and maintenance; however, it requires more space than the 
vertical type. To keep the suction lift within operating limits, the 
horizontal type can be installed in a pit but it usually is not feasible 
to construct watertight pits more than about 10 or 15 feet deep. Elec
trically driven pumps are best for use in pits because they require the 
least cross-sectional area. 

The vertical centrifugal pump may be submerged or exposed. The exposed 
pump is set in a watertight sump at an elevation that will accommodate 
the suction lift. The submerged pump is set so the impeller and suction 
entrance are under water at all times. Thus, it does not require priming. 
But maintenance costs may be high as it is not possible to give the shatt 
bearings the best attention. Pumps of this kind usually are restricted 
to pumping heads of about 50 feet. 

Operation. 
The centrifugal pump operates on the principle of centrifugal action~ 
In a centrifugal pump, a motor or other driver rotates an impeller fitted 
with vanes immersed in water and enclosed in a casing. Water enters the 
case at the center and is iJlmediately engaged by the impeller which is 
in rapid rotation. This rotation causes a flow from the center of the 
impeller to its rim or the outside of the case where pressure head is 
rapidly built up. To relieve this pressure, the water escapes through 
the dis charge pipe. The centrifugal pump will not operate until the case 
is entirely full of water or primed. The need of priming is one of the 
disadvantages of the horizontal centrifugal pump. 

Characteristics. 
The principal characteristics of a centrifugal pump are: 

1. Smooth, even flow--easy on pump, motor, piping, and foundation. 

2. Adapted to high-speed operation and to different speeds. 
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CONNECTION 
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SHAFT, 

CROSS SECTION OF MODERN HORIZONTAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMP 

SINGLE SUCTION ENCLOSED IMPELLER 

Figure 8-1. ~or1zontal centrifugal pump 
for surface or pit installation. 
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J. NODOverloading of power unit with increased heads but there mq be 
some danger of overloading if' bead is decreased. 

4. Capacity and head depeDd upon r.p.lI. aDd 1Japeller diaMter aDd width. 
In a given pump, the capacity and head will va:q according to the 
individual operating characteristics of that pumpJ that is, an 
increase in head reduces the capacity and vice versa. 

S. Horsepower is a function of capacity, head, and pump efficiency. 

6. \rIlen the speed i8 kept constant, capacity decreases as head. increases 
and power i8 reduced. Likewise, when the head is reduced, capacity 
increases and power goes up. 

7. When the operating speed is changed (fig. 8-2) the capacity will 
change in direct proportion to the variation in speed. At the same 
time, the head will vary as a square of the change in speed while 
horsepower will change as the cube of the change in speed. This is 
represented b.Y the following fo~ula (variable speed-diameter 
constant) I 

r. p. m. cap. J head ;j hPI 1 = 1 - 1 = -
J head r. p. m. cap. )} hP2 

2 2 2 

8. When it is neCAssary to vary the charact~igt!cs of n pump opera
ting at COn:ltant speed, the same relationships expressed in , 
~old except that here it is the diameter of the impelJ.er tnat -.1.~ 
ohanged. Then the capacity varies directly with the diameter; 
the hesd varies as a square of tho diameter; and the horsepower 
varies as a cube or the di!!JYIp.t.flr. Th1.3 is e~essp.d by the follow
ing fo:nuula (vari~ble diameter-constant speed). 

dis. cap. J head J/ hp 
1 - 1 = 1 = 1 -

dia. cap. J head J/ hP2 
2 2 2 
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9. These ~hanges (7 and 8) take place with little or no change 
in efficiency for small changes in speed and impeller dia
meter (maximum increase of speeds of about 5 percent). For 
large changes in speed or impeller diameter, the efficiency 
will be reduced. 

Characteristic Curves. 
For a particular job, the best selection of a pump will be one that 
will operate at its peak efficiency. Unfortunately, this is rarely 
possible for there is only one capacity and one head condition for 
each pump where the highest efficiency is obtained. Because it is 
obviously impossible for any manufacturer to design and build the 
III8llY pumps required to meet all operating condi tiona J manufacturers 
have settled upon standard designs for required head and capacity 
ranges. A well-designed and integrated line of pumps will be so ar
ranged that it is possible to select some pump from the line for any 
condition and obtain an efficiency that is within a few percentage 
points of the maxinaum. Characteristic curves are available and should 
be used to select the best pump for the particular job. 

These curves have been developed at the factory after exhaustive tests 
during which the water capacity, pressure, powr input, etc., are care
fully measured and plotted on a curve. 

A full set of characteristic curves includes, in addition to the head
capacity curve for different speeds, an efficiena,y curve and a horse
power curve (fig. 8-3). The head-capacity curve for the constant 
speed of the pump represents the varying quantities of water delivered 
by the pump with variations in head. Head-capacity curves for diff
erent recommended speeds of the pump are shown. The horsepower curve 
shows the amount of power required to drive the pump. The efficiency 
curve shows the amount of usable work done by the pump in percent of 
power delivered to the pump shaft. Efficiencies may be determined for 
any given head, speed, and capacity. The pump selected should be with
in the range of greatest efficiency. Pumps of identical design will 
have practically identical characteristics with only slight differences 
due to unavoidable foundry variations. 

Data for Selecting ~Imp. 
The following information usually is needed by the pump manufacturer 
to furnish the correct size and type of pump for a particular in
stallation: 



2~0 500 5~0 400 450 ~oo 5~0 

DISCHARGE (G. P. M.) 

EXAMPLE IN USE OF CURVE-
Required: 

A pump and power unit capable of delivering 480 g. p. m. at 
180' of head. 

Solution: 

600 

II is important to choose a pump that will operate near its 
highest efficiency most of the time. The pump represented 
by the above curve will satisfy this condition. Find 180' of 
t. d. h. on the left side of curve, follow the dotted line to 
ils intersection with the 480 g. p. m. line extending up from 
the bottom. The intersection of the vertical and horizontal 
dotted lines indicates that this pump will be satisfactory if 
operated at 2000 r. p. m. It will then operate at its highest 
efficiency of 73 percent and will require a power unit capa
ble of producing 30 h. p. or greater to the pump shaft at 
2000 r. p. m. 

Figure 8-J.--T,ypical characte~istic curve for horizontal 
c8ntrltucLl pump. 
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Source of vater supply •••••••••••• _______ _ 
Vertical suction lift. ••••••••••• ft. 
Length of suction pipe • • • • • • • • • • • • ft. 
Number and kinds of bends required •••••• 
Foot valve and strainer. • • • • • • • • • • • 
Static discharge lift • • • • • • • • • • • • • ft. 
Discharge head required • • • • • • • • • • • • ft. 
Discharge capacity of pump •••• • • • • • • g.p.m. 
Pump locations M:lvable Permanent ____ ~~ 
Type of driver: Electric Voltage Phase Cycle __ 

Gasoline Diesel~~_~ 
Power Takeoff Natural or L. P. gas __ _ 

Pover unit: Separate from pump Combined with pump, __ _ 

Installat10n. 
For a centrifugal pump to continue to operate at its designed efficiency 
and also to prolong the life of the equipment, the pump should be correct
ly located, have a good foundation, and be properly alined. The following 
factors should be considered in locating the pump: 

1. Easily accessible both for inspection and maintenance. 

2. Covered to protect it from the elements. A house can be 
used on permanent installations. In the case of a house, 
available headroom should be provided for servicing the 
equipment. 

3. Safeguarded against flood conditions unless a wet pit-type 
pump is used. 

4. Placed as close as possible to the water supply so as to make 
the suction line short and direct. 

Pumping units that are to be installed in a permanent location provide 
the opportunity for developing the best type of foundation (fig. 8-4). 
Concrete is the best material for constructing a good pump foundation. 
The pump unit should be securely fastened to the foundation. A recom
mended method of setting the foundation bolt is shown. The coupling 
between the pump and power unit must be in correct alinement regardless 
of the type of coupling. Figure 8-4 shows how a coupling can be checked 
for a1inement with a steel straightedge. When the coupling is by a 
shaft and double universal joint, a shield should be placed over and 
around the two horizontal sides to protect the operator from the fast
moving shatt. 

To operate properly, the pump must be at a level position at all times. 
Figure 8-4 shows how 4 to 6 wedges can be used to raise the entire 
pumping unit about 3/4-inch above the foundation. The vedges can then 
be adjusted as necessary to bring the pump into a level position. After 
the pump bas been leveled, a dam should be built at least 2-1/2 inches 
high around the base plate; then concrete poured in to required depth 
and allowed to harden thoroughly. The wedges m.e.y be left in place. 
When the concrete is hardened, the foundation bolt should be tightened 
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SETTING FOUNDATION BOLTS METHOD OF LEVELING PUMP 

DR I V E 
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.F1gure 8-4.--Suggestions for installing centrifugal pumps. 
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and a recheck made of the alinement. If there is any misalinement, 
it can be corrected by placing shims under the pump, motor, or 
brackets. 

The motor should now be checked to see that it rotates in the proper 
direction. The rotation of the motor must be in the same direction 
as the arrows on the pump casing. 

It is important that pumps line up naturally with their power unit 
and piping. Pipes should not be forced into place with flange bolts 
as this may draw the pump out of alinement. Suction and discharge 
pipelines should be supported independently of the pump so as not to 
put any strain on the pump casing. 

The suction pipe, particularly in the case of long intake pipes and 
high suction lifts, should be laid with a uniform slope, upward from 
the source of water to the pump. "fo(lra should be no high spots where 
air can collect and cause the pump to lose its prime. The inlet end 
of the suction pipe should be suspended above the earth bottom of a 
stream or pond or laid in a sump made of concrete or metal. On hori
zontal suction lines where a reducer is used, it should be of the 
eccentric type with the straight section on the upper side of the 
line and the tapered section on the bottom side. 

Air may enter the suction pipe entrained in the water, or by means 
of whirlpools which form in the sump when the water velOCity is too 
high in the intake pipe. If the water level in the sump is too low, 
or the inlet nozzle is not sufficiently submerged, air may enter the 
suction pipe through vortex or whirlpool. This generally can be over
come by using a larger suction pipe, especially if the pipe is flared. 
In shallow water, a mat or float located above the suction inlet will 
reduce the vortex. Pipe sizes should be increased until the water 
velocity is less than 3 feet per second at the entrance. A stream of 
water falling into the sump near the intake pipe will churn air into 
the water and cause trouble in the suction line. This can be overcome 
by extending the suction line deeper into the water. 

When water must be pumped from a well or a sump of small cross-sectional 
area, the water will tend to rotate, and this will interfere with the 
flow into the suction line. This is particularly true in cylindrical 
~umps or wells. A baffl~ placed on opposite sides ot the suction pipe 
and at right angle to t~e rotation of the water overcomes this trouble. 

A short elbow should never be bolted directly to the suction opening 
of a pump. Such a sharp bend so near the pump inlet causes a disturb
ance in the waterflow and may result in noisy operation, loss of effi
ciency, and heavy end thrusts. This is particularly true when the 
suction lift is high. If it is necessary to make a bend in the suction 
line, it should be in the form of a long sweep or long radius elbow and 
should be placed as far away from the pump as is practicable. 
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Screens or strainers should be used to exclude debris from the suction 
line. If the source of water contains large amounts of small debris, a 
screen placed around and 2 or 3 feet from the inlet of the suction hose 
vill provide good protection and be less likely to clog. Strainers are 
generally small and are fastened to the end of the suction pipe. They 
are satisfactory in relatively clear water. 

In some cases, it is not possible to locate the centrifugal irrigation 
pump in a permanent location. It may be needed in more than one location 
on the farm. This increases the difficulty of providing a proper founda
tion. Portable pump units generally are mounted on wheels or skids. It 
is highly important to locate this type unit so that it is level, is on 
firm ground, and is securely staked in place so that it will not shift 
during the time it is operating. 

In pumping from rivers with moderately sloping banks, the horizontal centri
fugal pump may be mounted on skids, on sloping timbers or track so that it 
can be removed quickly from floods. This method also can be used where the 
water level fluctuates sufficiently to be out of range of suction lift if 
the pump were installed in a permanent location. With steep banks it may 
be necessary to build a foundation platform secured to piling or to place 
the pump unit on a floating barge or boat. 

Priming. 
Centrifugal pumps, due to their nonpositive action, must be primed before 
the pump will operate. They will not lift water from a source of supply 
unless the pump casing and the suction pipe are both full of water. This 
can be accomplished by one of the following priming methods that are generally, 
used in irrigation pumping: 

1. By use of a foot valve and water from an outside supply (fig. 8-5). 
The outside supply must be large enough to keep the pump and 
suction line filled until the pump is primed. To prime, close 
discharge gate valve, open air vent valve, and open gate valTe 
in supply line until all air is expelled and water issues from 
vent openings. Close valve in supply line, close a~ vent valves, 
and start pump; then open discharge gate valve. 

2. By separate hand-controlled priming pump and foot valve (fig. 8-6). 
The hand-prim.ing pump is a simple, high-speed air pump with its 
primer suction inlet connected to the priming part of the centrif
ugal pump. If connection is made on the pump discharge, a valve 
must be installed in the priming line. The pump handle is used 
to actuate a diapbragm in the priming-pump chamber. Air is draw 
into the chamber from the centrifugal pump through a suction valve 
on the "upstroke" and discharged through a discharge valve on the 
IIdownstroke. 1I To prime the pump, close the discharge gate valve 
and air- vent valve. Open valve in priming line. Exhaust air 
from pump and suction piping until water flows from priming pump. 
Close valve in priming line, start centrifugal pump, and open 
discharge gate valve. 
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Figure 8-6.--Priming with foot valve and hand primer. 



3. By engine exhaust (fig. 8-7). Pumps powered by combustion 
engines can be prtmed by a device utilizing the engine's 
exhaust gss. It is known as an ejector primer. This device 
is essentially a velocity pump for the removal of air from 
the centrifugal pump and the suction line by the entraining 
action of a rapidly moving Jet of exhaust gas from the engine. 
With the ejector primer, a check valve or gate valve is used 
on the discharge side of the pump to prevent the entrance of 
additional air into the pump casing during priming. A small 
tube vith a shutoff valve connects the ejector to the pump 
casing, forming a passagevay for air removal. 

To prime the pump, close the discharge gate valve, open 
the shutoff valve, and start the engine. Hold the handle 
of the primer dolJD. on the exhaust valve t:J close it. Exhaust 
gas is nov bypassed through the ejector. The rapidly moving 
exhaust gas expanding and contracting in passing through the 
ejector nozzle and Venturi tube entrains air in the mixture at 
the 1nduction chamber. The continued entraining effect rapidly 
removes air from the pump casing, and vater is dravn into the 
suction pipe and pump casing. 

As soon as the pump is primed, vater vapor discharges from the 
Venturi tube. Then open the discharge gate valv.e if one is 
used instead of a check valve; start the pump and close the 
shutoff valve in the primer. After priming has been completed, 
the primer handle should be laid over 1800 from the priming 
position to permit the exhaust valve to float in the exhaust 
stream. 

4. By manifold primer (fig. 8-8). The manifold primer can be 
used on a vide variety of combustion engines vhich operate 
on gasoline, natural or LP gas and have four or more cylinders. 
This primer uses the engine manifold vacuum to evacuate air 
from the pump casing and suction line. It is equipped with a 
float valve that provides instant and positive closure as soon 
as priming is complete to prevent reverse flow during normal 
pump operation. The manifold primer is aL.ost automatic on 
most installations; however, it is generally furnished vith a 
reset switch to open the float valve e~ time it closes pre
maturely. 

To prime pump, close discharge gate valve, run motor at slov 
speed, and open shutoff valve of primer. When pump is full 
of vater, close shutoff valve, accelerate engine, and open 
discharge gate valve. 

5. By dry vacuum pump (fig. 8-9). Pr iming by this method !nvol ves 
the use of a dry vacuum pump powered by an auxiliary motor or 
belted or geared-to-the-pump motor to evacuate air from the 
-pump casing and suction line. The installatiol1 requires a 
float-controlled air-release valve which viII permit air to 
pass, but will close when water fills the chamber to prevent 
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water being drawn into and damaging the dry vacuum pump. A 
water-level indicator or sight glass, a~ ~hown in the drawing, 
will help to determ.:i.ne when the pump is primed. 

'fo prime pump, open the discharge gate valve if a check valve 
is not used, open the primer shutoff valve, and start the 
vacuum pump. When the pump is primed, close the shutoff 
valve, stop the vacuum pump, and start the centrifugal pump. 

6. Self-priming centrifugal pumps. Self-priming centrifugal 
pumps are made by several manufacturers. With this type of 
pump the pump chamber and hopper must be first filled with 
water. Therefore, its advantage is primarily confined to 
t.he smaller size pump. They are used extensively by contrac
tors but are generally limited to small irrigation systems. 

After the pump is filled with water, the engine is started, 
and the water within !:.he impeller is discharged upward into the 
chamber (fig. 8-10, A). This action instantly creates a 
vacuum at the impeller eye. Air from the suction line and 
water wi t.hin the pt.unp rush into -this void. They are mixed 
at the impeller periphery and discharged upwo.rd into the 
chamber where the air escapes from the water. The force of 
gravity pulls the heavier air-free water down to the impeller. 
Mbre air is entrained and the cycle is repeated until the pump 
is primed. 

When the pump is primed and pumping channels I and 2, shown i_n 
fig. 8-10, B, become one common discharge charmel, the water 
i.s no longer circulating wi thin the pump while pumping. The 
pump is equipped with a check valve at the suction inlet to 
the pump, and thus the pwnp is always full of water And priming 
is automatic after the pump ir. once filled by hand. 

Trouble Checklist. 
When the centrifugal pump fail:; to operate or the d:f.scharge or pressure 
drops, the cause of trouble should be investieated immediately and 
steps taken to eliminate it. Investigation shows that the majority 
of troubles w1th centrifugal pumps, except mechanical failures, can 
be traced to the suction line, its joints, elbows, foot valves, and 
other accessories. Air leaks j n the suction line must ce elimin-
ated to attain the maximum suction lift for a gi.veD t nsta 1] etion. 
The followi ng cheeklist will be helpful in locating the ca.use of the 
trouble I 

Pump fails to . ..E.ri.~fle. 

1. Ff'.ilure of the pump to pr1.m1l3 is 'floatly occasioned 
by an air leak in the auction line or in the pump. 



2. The most common sources of air leaks are in the threaded 
connection of the suction line. Coat these connections 
with pipe cement or white lead and then draw them tight. 
All cOlmections provided with gaskets must be drawn up 
tight. 
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3. The check valve on the discharge side of the pump may have 
debris lodged between the rubber flap and the valve seat. 
This will prevent the valve from sealing and fOI'ming an air
tight joint. 

4. Occasionally, gaskets shrink and admit air into the pump. T irht
ening the flanges or connec-:tions will remedy this dif1'i-
culty. 

5. Rotary shaft seals may leak air if improperly greased or worn. 
Check this by running the pump and squirtiog oil on the shaft 
just outside the seal. If oil is drawn into the seal, a leak 
is indicated. Filling the seal with grease may eliminate the 
difficulty, but if the parts are worn, repairs may be necess
ary. If the seal is always kept full of the proper grade of 
grease, little, if any trouble will be encountered. 

6. Connections in the priming line between the pump and primer 
must be air-tight or the pump will fail to prime. 

7. Screw tight all drain and fill plugs in the pump case to 
prevent air leaks. 

8. A plugged suction line or a collapsed suction hose liner 
is a frequent source of priming difficulties. Do not over
look this possibility. 

Pump fails to develop sufficient pressure or capacity. 

1. Check pump speed. The capacity of the pump will vary 
directly with speed, and pressure will vary with the square 
of the speed. This means that increasing the speed 20 percent 
will increase the capacity 20 percent and the head 44 percent. 
On internal engines, check the governor and adjust if necess
ary. With electric motors, check to see if motor is across 
line, wiring correct and receiving full voltage. 

2. Check the suction line, strainer, and foot valve. They 
may be clogged with debris. A frequent source of diffi
cultr 1s a collapsed suction-hose liner which has the effect 
of reducing the capacity and pressure the pump develops. 
The foot valve may be too small or not immersed deep enough 
to prevent air being drawn in v1th the water. 
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3. Check for air leaks in PUJIp or suetion line. Air 
leaks in the suction line or in the pUIIp will oc
casion a reduction in both capac1t7 aDd pressure. 
A au.ll air leak which 1s not great eDOugh to pre
vent the pump from priming 1IJIJ:1 redUce both capacit7 
and pressure. 

4. Check suction lifi. If the suction lift is too high, 
reduction in capacity will occur. Lifts of more than 
20 feet are definitely too high for efficient opera
tion, and the closer the pump can be located to the 
source of supply, the better will be the results 
obtained. Refer to Determining Operating Conditions, 
and discussion on computing suction lifi. 

5. Check length of suction lines. Long suction lines 
have the same effect as a high suction lift because 
of the increased friction when the water passes through 
the line. 

6. Check for worn parts. Worn parts, such as impeller 
wear rings, will reduce both capacity and pressure. 
The impeller mB3 be damaged or the casing packing 
defective. 

7. Check impeller for clogging. If' the impeller is 
plugged with foreign material, a reduction in both 
capacity and pressure will occur. 

8. Check piping layout. It is characteristic of cen
trifugal pumps operated at constant speed that as 
the pressure is increased, the capacity decreases. 
In those cases where the pump pressure and capacity 
are in accordance with the characteristic curve, and 
when the speed of the engine cannot be increased, if 
necessary make some alterations in the pipeline so as 
to reduce the frictional resistance and thereby increase 
the capacity of the pump. 

pump takes too much power. 

1. Check speed of pump. If it is higher than rating, 
reduce speed to pump rating. 

2. Head may be lower than pump rating, there by pumping 
too much water. 

3. Check for mechanical defects such as bent shaft, binding 
rotating elements, too tight stuffing box, 0r misaline
ment of pump and driving unit. 
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Pump leaks excessively at stuffing box. 

1. The packing may be 'Worn or not properly lubricated. 

2. The packing may be incorrectly inserted or not properly run in. 

3. Packing is not the right kind or the shaft may be scored. 

Pump is noisy. 

1. Hydraulic noise-cavitation-suction lift is too high. 
Check this 'With a gage. 

2. Check for mechanical defects such as bent shaft; binding rotating 
parts; loose, broken, or 'Worn-out bearings; or misalinement of 
pump and driving unit. 

Deeo-Well Turbine Pumps 

General. 
The deep-well turbine pump used in irrigation is adapted for use in 
cased 'Wells or 'Where the 'Water surface is belo'W the practical limits 
of a centrifugal pump. Successful installations have been made 'Where 
the 'Water surface was 500 feet below the ground. Turbine-pump effi
ciencies are comparable with those of a good horizontal centrifugal 
pump. They will give long and dependable service if properly install
ed and maintained. Ho'Wever, they are usually more expensive than 
centrifugal pumps and are more difficult to inspect and repair. 

Turbine pumps are classified by the type of flow produced by the 
impeller. The centrifugal type discharges 'Water at right angles 
to the axis of rotation. In the axial-flo'W type, the water is given 
an upward thrust by the impeller similar to a boat propeller. Another 
type col'Qltlonly used is a combination of axial-flow and centrifugal and 
is kno'Wn as a mixed-flow turbine (fig. 8-11). 

Operation. 
The turbine has three main parts: the head, the pump bowl, and the 
di3charge column. A shaft from t~e head to the pump bowl drives the 
impeller. 'fhe bo .... l is placed beneath the water surface. It has a 
screen to keep coarse sand and gravol from entering the pump. The 
turbine pump has stationary guide vanes surrounding the impeller. 
As the .... ater leaves the rotor, the gradually enlarging vanes guide 
the .... ater to the casing and the kinetic energy is converted to pressure. 
The vanes provide a more uniform distribution of the pressure. 

In the deep-well turbine pump, the maximum impeller diameter is deter
mined by the diameter of the bowl \lhich is, in turn, restricted by 
the .... ell diameter. Since well diameters usually are relatively small, 
the head developed by a single impeller known as a single-stage pump 
is not great. It is usually necessary to use more than one stage to 
create the required pumping head with one-stage impeller discharging 
directly into another. The head produced by such a pump is directly 
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Figure 8-11.--Deep-well turbine pump. 
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proportional to the number of stages; that ie, for given capacity, a 
two-stage pump will produce twice the head of a single-stage pump, etc. 

The type of impeller affects capacity. The capacity is determined by 
the area through vhich flow occurs and by the velocity of flovs through 
this area. The velocity is determined by the peripheral speed of the 
impeller so that the quantity is then determined by the wid~~ of the 
impeller. Of two impellers of the same diameter, the one having 
greater width will have a greater capacity. The impeller may be de
signed so that the discharge does not inorease so rapidly with reduc
tion in lift and thus an increase in the brake horsepower required at 
low lift may be avoided. This is an advantage to prevent overloading 
with changing conditions. 

Impellers also may be designed with a bigher efficiency over a narrow 
range of discharges with a rapid decrease in efficiencies under both 
larger and smaller he&ds. In vells where fluctuations in lift frequent
ly occur, impellers with flat-topped efficiency curves usually will give 
higber average efficienoies for all-season operations. 

Seasonal fluctuations in the water table should be determined prior to 
installing the pump so that the bowls of the turbine pump oan be placed 
belov the farthest drawdown point. Although a pump is capable of draw
ing the water below the bowls by drawing on the suction, it is better 
to have the suotion lift in reserve against a lowering of the water 
table. !n locations wn~re fluctuations are apt to occur and it is 
1m~d.ant to me.lnta In 0 constant :-'ischarge over the fUlticipc.ted pump
ine range, D power unit ,nth variable speeds must be used. 

In areas of fluctuating water table, it is a good policy to install a 
water-level measuring device with the pump. This will enable the oper
ator to keep informed of ground-water conditions and to anticipate 
system alterations and pump replacements. 

Characteristic Curves. 
Characteristic curves of the deep-well turbine pump are determined by 
test and depend largely on the bowl design and by the speed of the 
impeller shaft. Head capacity, efficiency, horsepower, and rate of 
spe'~r1 ~re similar to those given for centrifugal pumps. F.ffio1ency 
curves, in particular, lire very similar if the pumps are operated at 
their deDiened speea. Turbines, however, cannot operate at a high effi
ciency over as wide a range of speed as can centrifugal pumps. The 
reason for this is that a high efficiency is possible only if the vanes 
in the bowl are in line with the flow of water as it leaves the tip of 
the impeller. When th.e speed of the impeller changes, the direction 
of flow of w~ter leaving the impeller also changes. This causes tUrbu
lence against the vane and results in reduced effioiency. 

Figure 8-12 shows a typical characteristic curve for a deep-well turbine 
pump. It is important that the characteristic curves be studied care
fullr in selecting a pump for any operating condition. If the pump 1s 
too large, it will operate too far to the left of its curve; its 
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efficiency yill bA low; and possibly a small inorease in he~d ~ill 
cause a large decrease in c8pacity. ~hen the pump is too small, it 
will operate toa far to the right of its curve. Again, this provides 
poor efficiency. The heau ueveloped per stagE! will be low requiring 
add:Jtiunal stages that would not have been necessary if a better 
selection had been made. Figure 8-13 shoys the effect of chanee in 
operating conditions on pump efficiency. 

PumQ Se1~ctiO]!. 
The deep-well turbine pump, as constructed today, is fairly well 
standardized ~Jth as to materials used and general assemblsee. Prob
ably the gre~test difference between the manufactured units is the 
design of the bowl and impeller and in the method of lubrication. 
Some com?anies offer oil-lubricated pumps; others water-lubricated; 
anu some offer botll. Both types have been operating successfully. 
~ells producing fine sanus should be equipped with an oil-lubricated 
pump. water for domestic use must be free of oil, and since oil
lubricated p~ps waste some oil into the water, it is important that 
water-lubric~ted pumps be used. 

Each reputable manufaoturer has developed a series of pump boyls that 
have d~finite characteristics. They have tried to develop a series 
of bowls that may be used singly or more commonly in a series to meet 
any combination of head and discharge with a reasonably high efficien
cy. Possibly the biggest difference between manufacturers is in the 
efficiency guaranteed over the range of pumping heads and diDcharges 
apElc1.fiE~do Qu.:l te often unfl mantlfacturer may be able to meet a range 
of disch'lrLe 1.md 1 i.ft '-11th a set of bowls at the peak of their per
fomancp- curve, while 3n::,ther manufacturer may have to utilize a set. 
of bowls that is operating to onp. side or the other of their best 
perfo:nn9.nce t;; meet the conditions specified. 

Th~ selection of the proper sizes of pump column and shaft, type and 
num~er of bowls, spacing of bearings and spiders, etc., and the match
ine of the various units of the pump to meet all well conditions have 
defied ell attempts at simplification and standardization. Most 
companies offering deep-.... ell turb1n!:" pumps have built up their own 
data from which the varicLls parts of the turbine pump are selected 
and matched to meet a specific condition. These date are both vol
uminous and fairly complicated. To specify limiting sizes of pump 
column and shafting, material used, etc., m8y result in 8 pump installa
tion that is more costly, and in ~0me cases less effici~nt, than could 
be obt'lined if the matching of the pllmp assemblage were left, to the 
bidder. If guaranteed efficiencies and complete description of the 
unit are specified, it is felt that sufficient data will be obtained 
to make proper comparisons. 

Data for Selecting Pump. 
Before any pump selection can be made, It :ts necessary to have avail
able accurate well data. ~!hile 8 pUJnp can be selected for any head 
and cape.city, an unsaUsfactory installation is certain to result 
unless this pump mst~hes the cheracteristir.s of the well. Every well 
should ther.efore be tl3sted before Ii pump is purchased for perm'lIlent 
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At A is shown the head - capacity curve for a 

water-table conditions that often exist in the 
beginning of the pumping season. 

well with the high

spring, at the 

The field head capacity for the pump is shown 

these conditiOns the t·wo curves cross at X, which 

this particular pump would deliver 700 gallons per 

lift of 39 feet. 

at B. Under 

indicates thot 

minute with a 

A pump is chosen with the highest efficiency, about 71 percent 

at this point as shown by efficiency curve C. Later in the season 

the water table may drop 10 feet, and the new head-capacity curve 

may appear as shown by the dotted line D. This crosses line B at 
Y which now indicates that only 530 gallons of water will be 

pumped per minute and that the new head will be 46 feet instead 
of 39. 

The operating point has 

now the new efficiency is 

71 percent. 

moved down the 

approximately 65 
efficiency curve, 

percent instead 

and 

of 

In choosing a pump, it is well to obtain accurate data on the 

fluctuations of the water table. In this case a pump with an 

efficiency curve as shown by dotted line E would' have served 
both conditions with high efficiency at all times. 

A pump design which produces 0 f.Jt-topped efficiency curve 

is advantageous under the conditions shown in the accompanying 

dic~ram. 

Figure 8-13.--Effect of change in operating conditions on pump efficiency. 
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installation. These tests should be made with the greatest accuracy, 
since faulty capacity or head measurements are as bad as no measure
ment at all. The following information is usually desired by pump 
IMnufaoturers so that they oan determine the type and size of pump 
needed to fit the charaoteristios of the well: 

Depth of well • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ______________ .feet 
Inside diameter of well casing •• • • • ____________ inches 
Depth to static water level • • • • • • • feet 
Furnish drawdo'Jll-yield relationship curve 
Seasonal fluctuation in water table • • • 
Capaoity of pump •••••••••••• 
Depth to end of suction pipe ••••• 
I s strainer required? • • • • • • • • • • 

_____________ .feet 
____________ ~gpm 
_____________ ,feet 

Type of driver: Electric: voltage __ --"pha~8_oycle __ 
Gasoline Dies~l ______ _ 
Natural or LP gas po'Wer takeoff ____ _ 

Installation. 
Most of the installation features disoussed under oentrifUgal pumps 
also apply to turbine pumps. Deep-veIl tur:bine pumps must be in 
oorreot alinement between the pump and the power UD1 t. and the pump 
should be alined in the well oasing so that no part of the pump assembly 
touches the well casing. This is important because vibration in the 
pump assembly will wear holes in the well casing whenever the two come 
into contaot. 

The pump must be IDOWlted on a good foundation so that its alinement 
between pump and drive and pump and ",ell casing "'ill be maintained 
at all times. A foundation of oonorete provides the most permanent 
and trouble-tree installation. The foundation must be large enough 
so that the pump and drive assembly can be securely fastened. The 
foundation should have at least 12 inohes of bearing surface on all 
sides of the well. In the case of a gravel-packed well, this l2-inch 
clearance should be measured from the outside edge of the gravel paok
ing. When the pump is installed in a gravel-packed well, at least 
two openings should be provided in the foundation on opposite sides 
of the well to permit refilling with gravel as the gravel-pack settles 
(fig. 8-14). 

Submersible Pumps 

General. 
The submersible pump is simply a turbine pump olose-coupled to a 
submersible electric motor attacbed to the lower side of the turoine. 
Both pump and motor are suspended in the water, thereby eliminating 
the long-line shaft and bearing retainers that are normally roquired 
for a conventional deep-well turbine pump. Operating oharact·,ristics 
are the same as desoribed for deep-well turbine pumps. 
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SUtmersible pumps are adapted to cased wells of 4 inches in diameter 
or larger and settings generally in excess of 50 feet. The short
line shaft makes it particularly adaptable to deep settings and 
crooked \lells. As the submersible pump has no above-ground 'Working 
parts, it can be used where flooding may be a hazard by sealing the 
well and placing the starting box, meter, and transformer on a pole 
above high water. It is also adaptable to locations where above
ground pump facilities 'Would be unsightly or hazardous. 

Operation. 
The submersible pump consists of a pump and motor assembly, a head 
assembly, discharge column, and a sul:lDa.rine cable to furnish power 
to the motor (fig. 8-15). 

The pump, being a centrifugal-type turbine, is equipped with either 
closed impellers or open impellers or some modification of these two 
types arranged in series. The closed-impeller type is generally used 
where it is necessary for the pump to develop high pressures. Water 
enters the pump through a soreen located between the motor and pump. 

The submersible motors are made smallar in diameter and much longer 
than ordinary motors so that they may be inserted in wells of the 
usual diameters. These motors are made in various 'Ways but are 
generally referred to as dry motors and wet motors. Dry motors are 
those that are hermetically sealed to exolude the w.ter in the 'Well. 
These motors run in a high dielectric oU under pressure, which fills 
the cavity inside the motor, sutmerging the windings, bearings, and 
rotor. Various provisions are made to prevent the entranoe of \later 
into the motor. External cooling of the 011 is aooompllshed by the 
flo'W of water around the motor. 

wet motors are those in which the well water has access to the inside 
of the motor with the rotor and bearings aotually- operating in the 
water. In this type of motor, the windings of the starter are usually 
completely sealed off from the rotor by- means ot a thin, stainless 
steel inner liner. A filter around the shaft is required to prevent 
the entrance of abrasive material into the motor. This type ot motor 
must be filled with water during installation so that the bearings 
will have sufficient lubrication when the motor is tirst started. 

Installation. 
The discharge pipe connects the pump to the head assembly. This pipe 
must be long enough to provide complete submergence ot both the pump 
and the motor at all times. In1t1el cost of inat.al.ling the sulDers
ible pump is low. Ease in installation is an outstanding feature as 
it is necessary only to add the required length of discharge pipe to 
lower the unit to the proper setting. The head assembly- should rest 
on and be securely fastened to a concrete base that oovers the 'Well 
casing. Since the complete pump and motor assembly is in the well, no 
pump house is required, thus providing a saving in the installation 
cost. The control panel, however, which includes an entrance s~itch, 
meter, magnetic starter, and, in the case of a d17 motor installation, 
an oil well safety control, should be enclosed in a waterproof box. 
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Figure 8-15.--5ubmereible pump. 



Propeller Pumps 

General. 
There are two types of propeller plWpS, the axial-flow or screw type, 
and the mixed flow. The major difference between the axial-flow and 
the mixed-flow propeller pump is in the type of impeller (fig. 8-16). 

The principal parts of 8 propeller pump are similar to the deep-well 
turbine pump in that they have a head, an impeller, and a discharge 
column. A shaft extends from the head down the center of the column 
to drive the impeller. Some manufacturers design their pumps for multi
stage operation by adding additional impellers where requirements demand 
hieher heads than obtainable with single-stage pumps. 

Where propeller pumps are adapted, they have the advantage of low first 
cost and the capacity to deliver more water than the centrifugAl pump 
for a given size impclinr. Also, for a givl.::n change in pumpttl€ IHt, 
the prope] ler poop wU 1 providfl a more nearly constant flow than a 
centrifugal pump. TheIr uisadval,te.£e is that they are 1 inlit.ed to pump
ing against low heads. 

&:cial Flow. 
The axlal--flow single-stage propeller pwups are limited to pumping 
against heans of around ]0 feet, By adding additional stages, heads 
of )0 to 40 feet are obtainable. These pt~pa are available in sizes 
r&lging from 8 up to 48 inches. The impeller has several blades like 
a boat propeller. The blades are set on the shaft at angles determined 
according to the head and speed. Some manufacturers have several pro
pellers for the same size of pump, thereby providing for different 
capacities and heads. The water is moved up by the lift of the pro·· 
peller blades and the d1.rection of flow does not change as in a centrif
uea1 pwnp. A spiral motion of the water results from the screw action 
but may be corrected by diffusion vnnes. 

M.il-cd Flo"!. 
The lDixed~flow propeJ.lcr pump is designed especially for lar~e capliC
ities with moderate heads. The smaller ::;ize single-st6.fe pump will 
oper9.te efficiently nt low heads of frum 6 to 26 feet. 'rhe lUu.ltiple 
f:ltage -md large size pumps will handle heads up to arproxit1l8.tely 125 
feet. Thei are generally butlt in sizes ranging from 10 to )0 inches. 
The mlxHd-flow pump uEles an open vane curved blade impeller whIch 
combines the screw and centrifugal principles in buildiug up the pressure 
head. They have a capacity range of from 1,000 g. p. m. to approxtm~tely 
50,000 g. p. m. depending on size, Rtages, and hends. The mixed-flow 
pump operates more efficiently against higher heads than the axlal-
flow propeller pump. 

Q~~~~k~~QI»~teristlcB. 
P()w~r requirem~;IJts of the propeller pump increfltle d:i.'1'9ctly as the head 
so edequfl.te power must be provided. to drbe the pump at JIl.li1'.L'llllDl lift. 
There 1s Sallie tendency for a propeller pump to overload as head is 1.n
creased. For thi.s reason, it is importlil1t to select a m·~tor wh.1.ch wi 11 
provine ample power to drive the pump through the tmttre rnnge of con
ditions due to change in water level or discharge pressures. Propeller 
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pumps are not suitable under conditions where it is necessary to 
throttle the discharge to secure reduced delivery. It is important 
to accurately determine the maximum total head against which this 
type of pump will operate. 

Propeller pumps are not suitable for suction lift. The impeller 
bowl must be submerged with the pump operating at the proper subDer
genee depth. Different makes and sizes of pumps require different 
submergence depths. Therefore, the recommendations of the pump 
manufacturer should alw.ys be followed. Failure to observe required 
submergence depth may cause severe mechanical vibrations and rapid 
deterioration of propeller blades. 

It is also important that proper clearances be maintained between 
the end of the suction pipe and the side walls and bottom of the 
pit or pump-intake bay. Failure to observe manufacturers' reaommenda
tions OD this point can result in lowering ot efficiencies. When 
two or more pumps are installed in one pump bay, they must be· separated 
far enough. so as not to interfere with each other. The pump manu
facturers have specifications for this distance. In general, this 
distance should be three times the diameter of the bell at the 
suction end of the plDDp measured between bells. 

Some manufacturers recommend that each pump have its own sump. This 
can be obtained by constructing a baffle wall between adjoining pumps 
reaching from the sump floor to the water level in the sump. When 
each pump has its ow sump, the distance between pWtlps is controlled 
by the required clearance between end of bell and side wall of the 
sump. See figure 8-17 for measurement ot clearances aDd an example 
of some required clearances specified by one manufacturer. 

Ch'racteristic Curves. 
Characteristic curves for propeller pumps are quite similar to those 
for turbine pumps and show head capacity, efficiency, and horsepower 
for a given pump size, type of impeller, and discharge (tigure 8-18). 

Propeller pumps are made by most of the nationally known pump manu
facturers and by many small local machine shops. The large pump 
companies have rating curves developed b.1 actual tests. These rating 
curves take into account all losses in the pump. 

The locally manufactured pump generally lacks the h1draulic-design 
requirements incorporated in the nationally know pumps. The result 
is that they are generally cheaper to b\q but have higher operating 
costs, particularly for higher beads. Very fev ot the small local 
companies have made sutticient tests to develop adequate rating 
curves. Generally, for static lifts up to about 4 or 5 feet, losses 
in the pump are not so important and these locally manufactured 
pumps may be tairly efficient. 
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Table showing manufacturer's recommendation s of 
clearances for propeller pump: 

C 
Clearance between 

A B suction end and 
Pump Amount of Clearance between sump floor 

size submergence pump and si de wall s {without strainer} 
--

8 2'- 2" 12" 7" 
10 2'- 6" 15" 8" 
12 2' - 9" 18" 10" 
14 3'- 0" 21" 12" 

--
Where two pumps are used, the clearance betwee n bell s 
should be 41" 50" , and 66" respectively for 8, 10, 12 and 
14 inch pumps. 

Figure 8-l7.--Clearance required for propeller pump. 
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Installation. 
The vertical propeller pump should be set on a firm, adequate founda
tion and securely fastened so that it will withstand the pump vibra
tions as well as the dead load of the pump and structure. The entire 
weight of the complete pump unit is supported by the base or floor 
plates. The foundation should be designed to support this weight evenly 
on all sides of the base plate and allow the unit to hang perpendicular 
through the floor opening provided for it. It is important to obtain 
uniform support for the base plate so as to avoid deflection of the 
pump column. 

Generally the pump is fastened to a floor supported either on piling 
or on the sides of the intake bay or sump. If a partially enclosed 
pump bay is used, it should preferably be square. A circular shape 
tends to accentuate the rotation of the water in the sump which may 
seriously interfere with pump operations. The installation of baffle 
plates attached to the sides of the sump will help to overcome this 
trouble. 

o The 45 angle propeller pump should be installed with the same care 
as outlined for the vertical pump. Since this pump must set at an 
angle to the pump bay and water surface, it is necessary to so arrange 
the supporting beams so that the pump's base plate can be securely 
fastened in line with the manufacturer's recommendations. 

Some type of strainer or screen should be installed to exclude floating 
wod or other debris that would damage the impeller if drawn into the 
pump. Some manufacturers provide a small strainer that can be attached 
to the suction bowl. These strainers work satisfactorily when water 
is pumped that is comparatively free of floating vegetation and small 
debris. When the source of water supply contains this type of foreign 
material, the small strainer is apt to become clogged. 1-.'hen this happens, 
it. is wise to construct som~ type of screen around the inlet of the 
intake bay or sump so as to increase the area for straining out the small 
debris. 

Data for Selecting Pump. 
In general, the data needed for properly selecting a propeller pump and 
driver are about the same 8S that for the other types of pump. Reasonably 
accurate data must be furnished the pump manufacturer for him to select 
from his line of propeller pumps the one that will be the most efficient 
for the job. These data should include the foliowing: 

Capacity of pump • • • 
Discharge conditions: 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • ____ g. p. m.. 
(show by sket"ch) 
(a) discharge above water level 
(b) discharge submerged 
(c) siphon. 



Static lift • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • feet 
Strainer: Yes No --Length of discharge pipe • • • • • • • • • feet 
Number of bends or curves • • • • • • • • • 
Types of power: electric - voltage ---phase __ _ 

cycle combustion engine __ _ 
Type of driver: dirAct-connected vertical hollow 

shaft motor ___ --
vertical - pulley V-belt __ _ 

Determining Operating Conditi2n! 

General. 
A pump operates most satisfactorily under a head and at a speed 
approximately that for which it was designed. The operating 
conditions should therefore be determined as accurately as 
possible. A common mistake is overstating the head conditions. 
The correct practice is to give the head as closely as possible 
to the actusl figure. If there is a variation in head, both 
maximum and minilm.tn heads should be determined and furnished 
to the manufacturer for the selection of the most satisfactory 
pump. 

Determining Head for Centrifugal rumps. 
In determining hea.d for centrifugal pumps, it is necessary to 
calculate the total dynamic bead (t. d. h.) considering both the 
suction and discharge sides of the pump. Therefore, the total 
dynamic head ie equal to the total dynamic suction lift plus the 
total dynamic discharge head less suction velocity head. 

Computing total dynaIllic suction] tfto Suction lift is composed 
of the follo .... ing factors (see fig. 8-19): 

1. Static suction head (actual vertical distance of center of 
pump above 10'West wter surface after pumping begins). 

2. Friction head in pipelines. 

3. Heed losses in elbows, strainers, foot valves, and other 
acce'::~Jories. 

4. Velocity head. 

Atmospheric pressure determines the maximum practical suction 
lift. Atmospheric pressure not only varies with altitude and 
temperature, but also varies with weather conditions. As the 
pressure on the water at sea level is one atmosphere or 34 feet, 
the highest theoretical suction lift at sea level is 34 feet 
leBS friction losses. This maximl9 theoretical suction lift 
cannot be obtained under actual conditions. Pump m9Dutacturers 
usually recommend that the design suction lift be IVnited to 
?O percent of its theoretical value. 
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t: 
400' 01 6" pipe II 300' 01 5" pipe 

Five Toheoll valves FIVe Taheoll val;.v..:e;"=:::=(~I::> 

" -rl elba" 6" Ib ,6 Go!e valve _~ 'Jolve open,nQ 
e 0.--, I _--::i~ ........ R.duc.r SIalic 

45 0 lon9 ~~.j --::::-:::::::::-r"'""V' d'lChor9! 
Rod i u. b • n d I I .- L M 0 , n II n I he 0 d : 30 

5" 1o 6" reducer 

S'allc -.----
'UCI,on, !-.... g.'-....:.::I'~ .. ...,....I.,-\~~~'¥~ 
"":13 -$~//'. 

pump 

Wale~ /.~ La" lIal.r level in stream or 
supply reserYOIr or elevation of 

Discharge : ~OO g. p. m. 
Altilud. : 1000' ~

:<" 'l,,"/ ~-- 5" SucI,on p'pe 

mrn~Slro'nlr mo_,mum drowdown 'lll'hen pumping 

Malimum woler tempera!ure & 80 0 

All pipe is 14 g0ge .!eel 

and '001 valve with slell 'illincp, 

Problem: Check 10101 dynamic suclion lifl and 10101 dynamic head. 
Compule 10101 dynamic suclion lilt-

I. SIalic suclion Ilfl, ______________________________________ 13.00 

2, Friclion head In pipe lines: Suction pipe = (25' + 10') = 35' 
35' of 5" pipe at 500 o.p·m. = 35' XO.0593 Ft/Ft. ______________ 2.0B 

3. Friction head in fittings: 
5 inch 45° long radius bend (hf= Kx ~= 0.18X099L __________ .IB 

20 
Fool valve (hf = Kx:L!.= 0.BXO.99l __________________________ .79 

2g 

Slrainer (hf = K x E = 0.95 X 0.99 ) _______________________ .94 
2g 

Velocily head (':i...!- ) _______________________ . __________ 99 

2g 
Total Suction Lifl. _____________ 17.9f 

Note: Reference to table 8-1, page 8- 37, shows the maximum design static siphon 
lift at altitude of 1000 feet with water temperature of 80 0 F. is 22' 
System as designed is within limit of praclical suction lift. 
Compule tolol dynamic discharge head Fee 

I S I a tic dis c h a r 9 e he a d _________________________________ 3 O. C 

2. Friclion head in pipelines, 400' of 6" pipe 01500 g.p.m. = 400 X .0236 ___ 9.~ 
300' of 5"pipe 01 500g.p.m. =300 X.0593 ____ 17.i 

3. Frlclion head in f"'ings: 
One 5106" increaser (ht = [1- 25/36J 2 X Y....:= 0.09x 0.99) __________ . 

2g 
One 6" standard 90° elbow (h f = Kx V2= O. 28 X 0.48 ) _____________ . 

fi 
One6" Gale volve,open (ht= Kx ~=O.IIX 0.48) ______________ _ 

2g 

Five6" lokeoff valves (same as gale valve apen:O.1I X.48 X 5>- ___ _ 
FourS" lokeoff 'Jolves (some as gate valve open=O.13 X.99 X 4>- ___ _ 
One lakeoff valve and valve opening elbow,operating{ht=KxV2 =12X.99LI 

29 

One6105" reducer{hf=0.7Q- 25/36]2 X V2 = 0.7xO,93XO.99) ______ _ 
2g 

4 Velocily head 01 end of discharge pipe (5" pipe 01 5009 p.m.> ________ _ 
5. Pre 5 sur ere qui red I 0 0 D era I e I a I era I (50 p. s. i. X 2. 3 I' L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ II 5 

Tolol discharge head _______ 187 

T 0 H. Tolal dynamic suclion lif! + 10101 dynamic discharge head 
- suclion velocity head 

TD.H 17.98+187.97-0.99:204.96' 

Figure 8-19.--Exarople of dei~rmining head for centrifugal pumps. 
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The computed dynamic suction lift must not be more than the muimum 
design static siphon lift. If a suction 11ft is greater than the 
maximum design static siphon lift, the system will not operate 
properly under designed conditions, In other words, the discharge 
will drop below the required amoWlt to a point where friction and 
velocity head are sufficiently decreased. When this condition 
exists, the static lift should be decreased or a larger suction 
pipe used to decrease the friction loss. 

Table 8-1 gives the maximum deSign static siphon lift based on 
altitude and water temperature: 

Table 8-1·- Maximum design static siphon lift in feet 

-- -- -' .. ----
Alti-

16Q°F, 
Temperature 

tude 0 0 0 0 
Lft,) :zo F. _ 80 F. 90 F. 100 F. 

0 23.4 23.2 23. 22.6 22.2 
500 23. 22.8 22.5 22.2 21.8 

1,000 22.4 22.3 22. 21.8 21.4 
1,500 22. 21.9 21.6 21.4 20.9 
2,000 21.6 21.5 21.2 20.9 20.5 
3,000 20.8 20.6 20.4 20.1 19.7 
4,000 20 19.9 19.6 19.3 18.9 
5,000 19.2 19.1 18.8 18.6 18.1 
6,000 18.5 18.3 18.1 17.8 17.4 
7,000 17.8 17.6 17.4 17.1 16.7 
B,OOO 17.1 16.9 16.7 16.4 16 

Computing total dynemdc discharge head.--Al1 losses on the discharge 
side of the ptunp must be accurately computed. The total dynamic 
discharge head is composed of the following factors (see fig. 8-19): 

1. Static d:l..scharge head which is the actual verti.cal dist.Mce 
measured from the centerline of the pump to the" <..-enterline of 
the pipe at the discharge end, or to the surface of the water 
at the discharge pool, whichever is greater. 

2. Fri etion head in the pipeline. (For sprinkler systems, the 
laterals are not included -- only the main and supply line.) 

3. Friction head developed in the elbows, reducers, valves, and 
other accessories. 

4. Velocity head at end of discharge pipe. 



5. Pressure required at end of line. For sprinkler systems, this is 
the pressure required to operate the lateral. When the system is 
designed to discharge freely into a ditch or reservoir, no additional 
pressure is required. 

~erm1ning Head for Deep-Well Turbine Pumps. 
The total dynaaie head for deep-well turbine pumps differs somewhat 
from centrUugal pumps in that suction lift is not involved because 
the impellers of the pump are submerged. Losses in the pump and 
pump column are included in the pump efficiency and should not be 
included when figuring the total dynamic head. Therefore, the total 
dynamic head is composed of the following factors (fig. 8-20): 

1. Static head which is the actual vertical distance in feet 
measured from the water level in the well when pumping the 
required discharge to the centerline of the pipe at the discharge 
end. 

2. Friction head in the discharge pipeline. 

3. Head losses in elbows, reducers, val~es, and other accessories. 

4. Velocity head at the end of the discharge pipe. 

5. Pressure required at the end of the discharge pipe. 

peterm1n1ng Head for Propeller Pumps. 
The total dynamic head for propeller pwnps is similar to that for 
deep-well turbine pumps and is composed of the following factors 
(fig. 8-21): 

1. Static head which is the actual vertical distance measured 
from the low-water level in the pump bay to, &8 shown in figure 
8-21, (a) centerline of pipe at the discharge end when the water 
level is below the pipe at the discharge end; (b) to the water 
surface at the discharge end when the pipe is submerged; (c) 
to water level in discharge bay when installation is made to 
take advantage of Siphoning. 

In the case of a siphon installation at the start of pumping, 
it is necessary to raise the water to the highest point in the 
line to fill the discharge pipe. The siphoning action will then 
start and as soon as this occurs, some reduction in head will 
take effect. No additional power viII be required; however, 
capacity viII be reduced until siphoning starts. The limit to 
practical siphon lift depends upon altitude above sea level, 
water-vapor pressure at water temperature, velocity head at 
high point in the siphon, and head loss in the siphon piping. 
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It. 01 Pump Diaeha,ve 

All pipe and fittings are 12 gage flanged steel 
Pump Discharge = 1000 g, p. m. 

'" 'on 
c on 

T. D. H. = Pumping head + static discharge head 

+ friction head in discharge line + Go 

E 

'" CL friction heod in elbows, 

veloCity head ot end of 

+ pressure head. 

va Ives, etc. + 
discharge pipe 

Problem: Determine Total Dynamic Head 

Solution: 

I. Total static head: '(pumping head + static Feel 

discharge head): 55' + 25'- ________________ SO.OO 

2, Friction head in discharge pipeline: 

320' of S" pipe at 1000 g.p.m.:320'X.02IS F'tF,. ___ 6.98 

3. Friction head in fillings: Two 45° long 

radius bends(h f = KX~=O.17XO,.64) X 2 ______ .22 

4. Velocity head at end of discharge pipe: 

~ = ~ = 0 64 4 2g 64.4 . _____________________ .6 

5. Pressure head _______________________ .00 

Total d yno mi c heod ____ 87.84 

Figure 8-20.--Example of determining head for turbine pumps. 
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(c.) DISCHARGE END OF PIPE SUBMERGED FOR SIPHON ACTION 
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High wale, ----
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Total static head----------i 

Problem: Determine 
of 1200 

total dynamic 
g. p. m. 

head for (a) above for a co pacity 

Solution: - Feel 

I. Total static head (pumping level to <t. discharge pipeL _____ 14.00 
2. Friction head in additional 6' of pump column: 

a" pipe at 1200 g.p. m. = 6' X .0307 ______________ .18 
3. Friction head in discharge line: 10" at 1200 g. p. m.=la'X.OI ___ .18 
4. Friction head in fittings: (no strainer - screen on 2Pump boyL_ .00 
5. Velocity head at end of discharge for 10 II pipe (~ g ) = _______ -_._3_4_ 

Total T. D. H. ___ 14.70 

Figure 8-21.--Example of determining head for propeller pumps. 



2. Heae los~es in pump column pipe, pump discharge elbow and Duction 
bowl -- these losses are ~enerRlly included when the pump efficiency 
is determ.ined. 

Some companies base their efficiency on a standard length of pump 
column. If a longer length than the standard is used, the friction 
loss for this additional length must be added in determining the 
total dynamic head. 

3. Friction head in the discharge pipeline. 

4. Head losses through flap valves and ~trainer. 

5. Velocity head at the end of the discharge pipe. 

The velocity head and friction losses can be reauced by enlarging the 
discharge pipe. Generally, a smooth iron aischarge pipe should be 2 
to 4 inChe9 larger than the pump elbow. Corrueated pipe vill require 
a correspondingly higher increase in size. The increase in size should 
not be made abruptly. An expanding section 3 to 4 feet long should be 
used to connect the pump to the discharge pipe. 

Drives 

General •. 
The efficiency of a drive mechanism may greatly affect the operating 
costs of a pumping installation. Four common types Sf drives are 
usually used in irrigation pumping: direct, belt, 90 gear head, and 
power takeoff. 

Direct Drive. 
The direct drive is the most efficient as there is no loss of power 
as with other drives. It is limited to those conditions where the 
speed of the driver is the same as that for the pump. For horizontal 
ce~trifugal pumps, the oTive may be through a flexible coupling (flg. 
8-1), or it may be close coupled (rig. 8-~2). 

When a flexible coupling is used, the motor may be removed for another 
use or for servicing without disconnecting the pump-piping arrange
ment. With a close-coupled pump assembly, the pump and its prime mover 
are always in mechanical alinement with the result that possible }:'Olier 
losses and mechanical difficulties occasioned by misalinements are 
avoided. 

For d'3e~'Well turbine pumps using an electric motor, the direct drive 
(fig. 8-22) Is the cheapest and most efricient type of drive. However, 
since electric motors operate at a constant speed, the discharge or the 
pump cannot be varied; thus, extreme care must be exercised in selecting 
the size or the pump. Direct drives may also be usee! with vertically 
mounted internal combustion engines. 
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CONDUIT TO 

STARTING BOX 

GROUND SURFACE 

EL.ECTRIC MOTOR 

DISCHARGE 

(Z ) 

DIRECT CONNECTED TURBINE PUMP 

EL.ECTRIC MOTOR 

DIRECT CONNECTED CENTRIFUGAL PUMP 

GASOL.INE MOTOR 

Figure 8-22.--Example8 of direct drive. 



Belt Drive. 
Belt drives are either flat-belt or V-belt. 

The flat-belt is the least efficient of all the types of erlves 
(fig. 8-23). Its efficiency varies conSiderably, usually from 
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80 to 90 percent, depending upon slippage, type of pulley and belt, 
pulley size, number of idlers, and the twist used. 

SliP?8ge usually accounts for the JOOst loss of efficiency. Slip
page may be caused by the belt being too loose, too stiff, or too 
narrow. Slippage is also caused by small pulleys, pulley centers 
too close together pulling from the top instead of the bottom, or 
by placing the belt at too steep a vertical angle. Quarter turns, 
half turns, and idler pulleys will add to the inefficiency of flat
belt drivas. The relation of pulley size to belt thickness and 
horsepower capacity is important. When heavy belts are turned about 
a small-diameter pulley, the outer fibers are greatly overstressed 
snd the belt life is materially shortened. Power ratings are based 
on tensions when large pulleys are used and are reduced for small 
pulleys to compensate for increasing flexing. Refer to figure 8-:.!t, 
for determining size and speed of pulleys. 

A oelt-driven installation requires considerable attention because 
the variation of temperature and humidity between JOOrning and mid
day or day and night affects the tension on the belt and running 
position on the pulley. A lov belt may cause edge rubbing on the 
mounting and damage the belt. A tight belt vill cause it to slip 
off the pulley. The flat-belt is generally employed to make use 
of a source of power that is already available on the farm. Farm 
tractors are quite often used as a source of pover using a flat
bP.lt drive. Stationary and internal combustion motors, either gas 
or liesel, and horizontal electric motors are also used. 

The V-belt drive is more dependable and has a higher efficiency 
than flat-belt drives. When properly installed, it should have 
an efficiency of from 90 to 95 percent. The V-belt drive will 
operate successfully when pullel centers are much closer together 
than ere permissible with flat-belts. Therefore, they can be 
utilized successfully in confined spaces. Special grooved pulleys 
are required for V-belt drives. It is important to use the proper 
belt and pulley size. For this reason it is best to have the V
belt manufacturer make the design for each particular installation. 
A large number of belts on a quarter-turn drive is Wldesirable 
~c&use the distance between pulley center changes, and it is not 
possible: for all belts to have the same tension. This condition 
is one of the reasons why very short pulley centers are not per
~ssible on quarter-turn drives. V-belt installations coat slightly 
more than flat-belts; howevp.r, they are less expensive than a right
~l€le gear drive (figs. 8-24 and 8-25). 

o 90 Gear Heads. 
The right-angle gear drive is the most dependable and efficient 
me:thoc of transmitting the power of a combustion engine to 6. turbine 
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CENTRIFUGAL PUMP WITH FLAT BELT DRIVE 

(~) 

TURBINE PUMP WITH FLAT BELT HEAD 

Figure 8-2J.--Examples of flat-belt drive. 
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at· Given 

R. P.M. 

The driving pulley is called the driver and the driven pulley the 

driven. 

If the number of teeth in gears 

instead of diameter in these 
must be substituted whenever 

or sprocket whe e Is 

colculotions, number 

diameters occur. 

is 

of 

used 

te eth 

I. To determine diameter of driver, the diameter of the driver 

and its revolutions, and also revolutions of driver being given. 

Diameter of driver (0)= diameter of driven (d) X revolutions of driven (R.e~ 
Revolutions of driver {R. P. M.l 

2. To determine diameter of driven, 'he revolutions of the driven and 
diameter and revolutions of driver being given. 

Diameter of driven (d): diameter of driver (0) X revolutions of driver (R. P. N 
Revolutions of drive n (R. P. M., 

3. To determine the revolutions of driver, the diameter and revolutions 

of driven. and diameter of driver being given. 

Revolu·tions of driver {R. P M.l: diameter of driven (d) X revolutions of driven {R.F 
Diameter of driver (0) 

4. fa determine the revolutions of the driven, the diameter and revolutions 

of driver and diameter of driven being given. 

Revolutions of driven (R .P.M.): diameter of driver (O)X re'lolutions of driver (R.P. 
Diameter of driven (d) 

F.1gure 8-24.--Rules for determining size and speed of pulleys, sheaves, 
gears, or sprocket wheels. 
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Figure 8-25.--Examplss of V-belt driYss. 
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pump. The efficiency or this type or installation is 95 percent or 
more. These Wlits are made to fit any standard pump and are made 
with a variety or gear ratios to permit the pump and engine to operate 
at their most efficient speeds. The original cost of right-angle 
gear drives slightly exceeds the cost of the V-belt or tlat-belt 
installation. For steady pumping and dependability, the right-angle 
gear drive is preferred. It not only 1s more efficient but also is 
not affected by weather and temperature conditions. 

The head containing the gears replaces the ordinary pulley head, 
and the drive sha.t't may be dii-ectly connected to an engine or motor. 
The drive shaft should always contain a flexible or universal joint. 
The universal joint vill take care of any errors or changes in aline
ment of pump and engine. The distance between the pump and €ngine 
should not be less ths.u 3 feet 'because SlIlall errors or changes in 
allnemAnt will not materially affect the s~othness and efficiency 
of power transmission (fig. 8-26). 

Po~r Takeofr. 
The use of a farm-type tractor with power takeoff is rapidly increas
ing as a means of po'W9r, particularly for small centrifugal pumps. 
The standard power-takeoff speed is 540 pllJS or minus 10 r. p. M. 
Irrigation PUMpS commonly operate at three to four times this speed, 
maJd.ng it necessary to use some type of speed increaser betvcen the 
tractor power-takeoff shaft and the pump-impeller shaft. 'rhe pump 
and speed increaser are commonly xoounted either on a two-wheel 
trailer unit hitched to the tractor drawbar or directly on the tractor. 
The desired increase in speed is usually obtained through the use of 
spur gears, beveled gears, or V-belts. With spur gear speed increasers, 
the propeller shaft of the pU'11P should be approximately parallel to 
the power-takeoff shaft with spur gears providing the desired increase 
in r. p. lJl. In the beveled gear type, the pump-impeller shaft is 
approximately at right angle to the power-takeoff shaft with beveled 
gears providing the change of direction and increase ot r. p. m. 
The third type employs V-belts and sheaves alone, or in combinat:f.on 
with gears to obtain the. required. pump speeds (fig. 8-27). 

Reasonable care should be exerciseu to be sure that the power-takeoff 
shaft is properly alined. 'rhe universal joint-yokes on the tele
scoping portion of the powr- takeoff shaft should be in the same 
plane. This is necessary to eliminate as nearly as possible the 
variable speeds of rotation and the resulting vibration, shock, 
and universal joint wear (fig. 8-28). 

Cavitation 

Cavitation is a term used to describe a rather complex phenomenon 
that may exist in a pumping installation. In a centrifugal pump 
this may be explained as followsd/When a liquid flows through the 
suction line and enters the eye of the pump impeller, an increase 
in velocity takes place. This increase in velocity is, of course, 
accompanied by a reduction in pressure. If the pressure falls 

jJ Courtesy of Fairbanks, !-brae & CODlPany, and Economy Pumps, Inc. 
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® ® 
CORRECT PTa SHAFT ALINEMENT 

INCOR REC T ALINEMENT 

Sketches from Michigon State University - Extension Bulletin 338 

Figure 8-28.--Correct and incorrect power-takeoff shaft alinement. 
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below the vapor pressure corresponding to the temperature of the liquid, 
the liquid will vaporize and the flowing stream will consist of liquid 
plus pockets of vapor. Flowing further through the impeller, the liquid 
reaches a region of higher pressure and the cavities of vapor collapse. 
It is this collapse of vapor pockets that causes the noise incident to 
cavitation. 

Cavitation need not be a problem in a pump installation if the pump is 
properly designed and installed, and operated in accordance with toe 
designer's recommendations. Also, cavitation is not necessarily destructive. 
Cavitation varies from very mild to very severe. A pwnp can operate rather 
noiselessly yet be cavitating mildly. The only effect may be a slight drop 
in efficiency. On the other band, severe cavitation will be very noisy 
and will destroy the pump impeller and/or other parts of the puap. 

Any pump can be made to cavltate, so care should be taken in selecting 
the pump and planning the installation. For centr1.tugal pumps, avoid 
as much as possible the following conditionsl 

1. Heads much lower than head at peak efficiency of pump. 

2. Capacity much higher than capacity at peak efficiency 
of pump. 

3. Suction lift higher or positive head lower than that 
recommended by manufacturer. 

4. Liquid temperatures bigher than that for which the system 
was originally designed. 

5. Speeds higher than manufacturer's recommendation. 

The explanation of cavitation in centrifugal pumps cannot be used when 
denli.nt; with propeller pumps. The water entering a propeller pump in 
fi. large bell-mouth inlet will bEo- guided to the smallest section, called 
tl.ll'oat, immediatel~i ahead of the propeller. The velocity there should 
not be excessive and should provide a sufficiently large capacity to 
fill prop~rly the ports between the propeller blades. As the propeller 
blades are wieely spaced, not much guidance can be given to the stream 
of water. f'lhen the head is increased beyond a safe limit, the capacity 
i5 reduced to a quantity insu,fficient to fill up the space between the 
p~opeller vanes. The stream of water will separate from the propeller 
'u-.nes, creating a small space where pressure is close to a perfect 
vacuum. In a fraction of a second, this small vacuum space will be 
slI!8:Jh~d by the liquid hittiD6 the smooth surface of the propeller 
vane with an enormous force which starts the process of surface pitting 
of the valle. At the SalUe time one will bear 9. sOWld like rocks thrown 
e.rr>Wlci in a barrel or a mountain stream tumbling boulders, 

fT'ne five rules applying to centrifugal pumps will be changed to suit 
.'I-opeller pumps in the followi.ng way. Avoid as much as possible: 
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1. Heads much higher th~ at peak efficiency of pump. 

2. Capacity much lower than capacity at peak efficiency of pump. 

J. Suction lift higher or positive head lower than that recommended 
by manufacturer. 

'+. Liquid temperatures higher than that for \lhich the system was 
originally designed. 

5. Speeds higher than manufacturer's recommendation. 

Cavitation is not confined to pumping equipment alone •. It also 
occurs in piping systems and is commonly know as \later hAmmer. 

Water hammer or hydraulic shock occurs when water flowing through 
a pipe undergoes a Budden change in velocity. The kinetic energy 
of the flowing liquid, under this latter condition, is converted 
into a dynamic pressure wave which may produce terrific impact 
in rebounding back and forth in the main.. lo'or this reason, check 
valves or Burge pipes should be installed to protect the pump and 
prevp,nt rupture of the pipe when the direction of the flo\l is re
versed. 

~ter hammer sometimes reaches destr1.l(:tive m~nitUdes, especiaUy 
tn long pipes. It has been found to occurY: 

1. In starting or stopping a pump, or in an abrupt c:hIllJge in 
the pump1s speed. 

2. In the case of a power failure. 

J. In the rapid closing of a valve in the piping system. 

Destructive water hammer must be elimtnated& 

1. To reduce stress on the pipes ~nd fixt.ures and thus minimize 
costly repairs, leaks, and delays. 

2. To prevent reversal of pump, which may be dangerous to the 
motor or engine, or \o,'hich may result in an unnecessary loss 
of liquid. 

Booster Fumps 

A saving in operating costs can sometimes be made in sprinkler 
irrigation by using a booster pump to provide adequate presoure 
for small areas that lie at elevations considerably above the 
principal area to be irrigated. The use of the booster pump 
for these small areas will perndt the design of the main part 
of the irrigation system to carry lower pressures than that 
req uired for t.he small higher areas. 

~See footnote I, p. 8-47. 
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The charact€ristics of the horizontal centrifugal pump are such that 
it cEin be used as a booster. lihen the centrifugal pump is operated 
with a positive pressure head applied to its suction, it will utilize 
this pressure. For exa.mple, .if a pump capable of delivering ISO-foot 
head and the water reaches the pump under a positive head or pressure 
of 70 feet, the pressure or head developed at the discharge will be 
(150 + 70) 220 feet. Therefore, two or more pmnps of similar capacity 
CM be operated, one dlscharging into the other to develop a total 
head which is the sum of the head developed by the individual pumps. 

General. 
~bst irrigation pumps Bre powered by either electric motors or in
ternal combustion engines. The source of power that is best suited 
for a specific installation depends on certain physical and environ
mental factors. The power-unit selection should be made only after 
considering the followings 

1. The amolUlt of brake horsepower required for pumping. 

2. Hours of operation per season. 

J. Availability and cost of energy or fuel. (In case of electricity, 
ava.ilability of single-phase or three-phase power may influence 
select.ion. ) 

4. Deprectation. 

5. Portability desired in pumping setup. 

6. Possibillty of using the power unit for ether jobs during the 
nonirrigating season. 

7. Labor problems and need for convenience of operation. 

8. Coldweather operation. 

9. Original investment for power units. 

It is highly important to match the engine horsepower to the require
ments of the pump_ Efficiency is sacrificed with both electric and 
internal combustion engines if the power plant is designed to deliver 
a great e7cess of power above the actual needs. Previously used power 
units should be carefully checked and evaluated as to condition, 
available horsepower, a~d speed. The efficiency of a unit in only fair 
mechanical condition may not exceed 50 percent. The use of an old, 
misflt power Imit can be more costly from an operating standpoint than 
the most expensive lmit fitted for the job. 

Electric ~btorB. 
An electric motor, properly selected and protected, can be expected 
to supply many years of trouble-free power if protections are provided 
inclUding dry mountings, rodent protection, good ventilation, adequate 
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shelter from the elements, and safety devices against overloading, 
undervoltBt!;e, or excessive heating. AdvantBt!;es of the electric power 
are relatively long life of the motor, low maintenance costs, depend
ability, and ease of operation. An electric motor also will deliver 
full power throughout its life and can be operated from no load to 
full load without damage. 

Same of the disadvantages of electric power are the limited size 
motors which can be used when only single-phase current is available, 
power interruptions, and the necessity of constructing an electric 
supply line to all pumping locations. In some areas, phase converters 
are used to partially overcome the disadvantage of single-phase current. 

The best type of electric motor for irrigation pumping is the 6O-cycle, 
220-44O-volt, 3-phase, squirrel-cage induction motor. The common 
speeds are 860, 1,160, and 1,760 r. p. m., with the 1,760 speed being 
mst commonly used. Single-phase motors are usually limited to loads 
up to 7-1/2 horsepower and, therefore, can be used only on very small 
pumping jobs. Standard motor sizes are 5, 7-1/2, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
40, 50, 60, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250 and 300 horsepower. 

An electric motor operates at constant speed. The speed of the pump 
must be changed either by the use of a belt drive and changing pulley 
diameters, or by a gear drive with a selection of gear ratios for 
changing speeds. ~~en the pump and motor are directly connected, a 
pump must be selected that will operate acceptably at the. motor speed. 
When it is necessary to lower the rate of pumping below that of the 
design rate, the speed of the pump must be reduced or the head 
increased by using a valve in the discharge line. On direct-connected 
units, valves must be used for this purpose. Direct connection be
tween electric motor and pump should be used whenever possible because 
this type of connection eliminates drive loss and the added expense 
of the pump head. 

Vertical, hollow-shaft motors are available for deep-well turbine 
pumps. These motors are equipped with a top cap to facilitate propeller 
adjustments. Two types of couplings are available for turbine pumps 
depending upon t.he method of lubrication. A nonreverse coupling is 
recommended when the pump has water-lubricated line shaft bearings 
which might possibly be damaged if the shaft were turning when there 
was no water surrounding the bearings. This condition occurs when 
the motor is stopped and the water in the well column and discharge 
line drains back through the pump propellers causing the pump to 
rotate in the reverse direction. The selfrelease coupling is used 
when backspin upon shutdown is not objectionable and is normally 
used on pumps having oil-lubricated line shaft bearings. 

The brake horsepower of electric motors is rated at lOO-percent 
continuous operation; that is, the calculated brake horsepower for 
a given job is the size of motor needed. Electric motors have a 

built-in service factor of 10 to 15 percent based upon air temperature 
a~ 700 F., standard voltage, and a free flow of air around the motor. 
The service factor allows t.he motor to operate without harm under 
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varying conditions of voltage ann temperature. fherefore, the added 
hOl'aepower provided b:r the service factor should not be used to arrive 
at a motor rating. Some of the reasons are: 

1. Often on rural lines the voltages of the three phases 
w111 not always be the same. A relatively small un
balance in phase voltage will cause considerable increase 
in motor temperature rise. A 3-1/~rcent LL"lbalance will 
cause about 25-percent increase in temperature rise. 

2. 1-tmy times, particularly on rural lines, the voltage vill 
drop below the standard. A 10000rcent reduction in voltage 
increases the temperature rise 16 percent. 

3. In manl cases the methods used to determine the actual 
motor loads of the driven equipment are not too accurate. 

4. Even 'With good ventilation, motor windings and cooling 
ducts may become covered with dust, dirt, and grease which 
cut down the motor's effectiveness in dissipating its heat. 

5. Irri~ation pumping is often required when temperatures are 
a.bove 72° F. 

Some means must be provided for starting electric motors. MOtors 
require two to three ti~es more current to start than when running. 
Acros9-the-line starting or full voltage starter means the switch 
is closed in one operation and one line surge is created. Reduced
voltace starting is a means of allowing the motor to start under 
incrempnts of power and divides the line suree into several surges. 
The power supplier will advise the purchaser on the ty~ of starter 
required as conditions and policies vary between locations and 
suppliers. 

Controls should be provided to protect the motor from overload and 
variations occurring in the power source. Each line of three-phase 
power should have an automatic motor protection built into the motor 
control. Protective devices must be sized to the motor and load and 
shielded fro:n high temperatures or sun. Sprinkler systems powered. 
by electric motors should be equipped ~ith a main-line flow control 
valve. This permits controlling line pressures and prevents over
loading of motor during filling of sprinkler-distribution systems. 
Other tJ~es of controls are available for electric ffiJtors. Time clJcks 
may be used to turn the pump on and off. Controls, such as time delay 
fuses, are available to turn the pump on after a power failure. Alarms, 
light indicators, and other devices are available to ~arn the operator 
if the flow of water ceases. Fuses or breakers shoulc be used to protect 
the wiring and the controls. 

The p'.unp anci illotor should be protected from the weather. This eM 
be accomplished by housing them in a small shed with doors and windows 
tnat can be opened to provide good cross-ventilation. The openings 
in the sher. should be so arranged that the hot sun will not '3hlne 
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directly on the controls or motor. Ne.., style vertical motors may be 
used witbout housing. The wIring and controls, ho..,ever, must be 
\lentherproofed or be in a ..,eetherproof enclosure. The motor itself 
should be protected from rodents. This can be done by installing 
screen over air openings in the motor. The screen should have a 
mesh amaH enough to keep out mice, but not restrict the airflow. 
~ith correct protection and care, the electric motor requires little 
or no maintenance other than the necessary oiling or greasing 
required by the manufacturer. 

5tatioDarY Internal Combustion Engines. 
The two general types of internal co~bustion engines are the spark 
ignition, or all engines in which combustion takes place when the 
fuel-air mixture is ignited by an electric spark, and the compression 
ignition engine better knO\lTl as a Diesel. The spark-ignition engine 
may bf! either l.i.quid-cooled or air-cooled. The air-cooled engine 
is becoming quite popular for direct-connected centrifugal irrigation 
pumps in sizes of 25 or 10\ler continuous horsepo..,e:a.·. The 11qu1d
cooled engine is manufactured in all sizes. It has the advantage 
of automatically varying thp. ~Dunt of cooling to cover all possible 
combinations of loads en1 speed without over or under cooling the 
engine. The Diesel ~ngin~ i. much more costly than the spark
ignited type. However, fuel costs are much lower. The Diesel 
engine is seldom used \lhen the hours of operation per season are 
under 800. 

}~ufacturers have developed performance curves for each of their 
engines. These curves shoy horsepo\ler rating at various speeds 
and l3.re: used. as a w.als for engine selection. When the engine 
manufacturer condllcts tests to determine the horsepo\ler rating of 
an er~ine, a procedure stan~ardized by the S. A • .E. is used so that 
the horsepo\J(;:r curve of the various sizes and makes of engines may 
bE. comPfi.red. The test is run under laboratory conditions with a 
stripped engine, and the po\ler delivered at the flywheel is deter
miner.. by means 01' a pony brake or dynamometer. In stripping the 
f:fl{..:l.n( for the test, accessories and equip.'llent, such as cooling fans, 
F;~n~rGt'~r;3, air cleaners and mufflers, are removed. The engine is 
th8n ho .. )ked up to the dynamometer ana. run Wlder ideal conditions with 
tll~ ll;;nrunometer recording the horsepo\ler output at various operating 
speeds. The horsepo\ler, as determined by the dynamometer for various 
operating speens, is then plotted in the form of a ('.urve \lhich the 
m&nufacturer may label either "brake horsepo\lerll or "dynamometer 
horsepower" (fig. 8-29). 

Since the horsepower output B.S determined by the manufacturer's 
test is for laboratory conditions \nth a stripped engine, this curve 
does not represent the horsepower output of that engine with po\Jer
consuming accessories such as fans, generators, water pumps, etc. 
These acce3sories may consume as much as 10 percent of the horsepo\ler 
output 01" ti:3 enr::ine. The dynamometer horsepo\ler curve must be cor
rected to reflect the power loss caused by the use of accessories. 
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Figure 8-29.--Horsepower output of an internal combustion engine. 
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Because of the characteristics 0f the internal ~ombustion engine, it 
is necessary to further correct the horsepower curve to compensate 
for continuous loading which is required in irrigation pumping. 
The effect of continuous loading will decrease the brake horsepo\o:(r 
another 15 to 20 percent. In other -words, the continuous brake horse
power output with all accessories will be ?O to 80 percent of the 
dynamometer horsepower as determined by 1at- ',,""I+.ory test. Because 
altitude and air temperature affect horsepower output and laboratory 
tests are based on sea level and 600 temperature, it will generally 
be neC!essary t.o make corrections for most irrigst.ion pumping installa
tions. ~eneral rules for correcting for elevatL': and temperature 
Bre: 

1. roduce continuolls loa.d rating 3 percent for' "ery 
1,000 r~et dbove sea level. 

2. Reduce contlnuol.l!3 load rating 1 percent for every 
100 F. above 600 F. 

Some manufacturers publ:1.sh both the dynamometer curve end the con
Unl.lous brake horsepower cm"ve in their literature. However, ..... hen 
there is only one curve shown, that curve will generally be the 
horsepower determined by 8 dynamometer under laboratory conditions. 

The Uni.versity of Nebra.ska Tractor Testing Department bullatins 
are another source of rel iable informat,ion on power output Bnd 
fllel consumption for a nwnber of gasoline and Diesel engines. 

The bent operE'.ting load for fiD internal combustion engine is at or 
nesr the continuous brakE'! horsepo'.ler curve. Rwming an engine under 
lighter loads usually results in poor fuel econolllY for the water 
delivered, since too much horsepower is used in overcoming engine 
friction and throttling losses. Running at \dde-open tlu-ottle 
invites engine tTouble BS well as excessive fuel consumption. 
The main object in irrigat.ion pumping is to pu.'Up 8S much watAr 8S 

possible for t.he fuel used, and operating the engine near its hiehest 
possible load on an economy fuel mixture is the best ...rey to accomp] ish 
this. 

Irrige.tion plunping plants operate long peri.ods without supervision. 
Therafore, safety controls should always be insta.lled to protect the 
engine and pump. The power unit should have 011 pressure Blld lolh.ter 
temperature ignition cutofr switches which automatically ahut the 
engine off if the oil pressure drops Ot' the ·coolant temperature 
becomes excessive. A pump water pressure switch should also be used 
to protect against loss or prime or a drop in the discharge prefisure 
heAd. Many manufacturers use velocity or mechanical governors to 
prevent overspeeding the units since the engine U!JusUy has D.ore 
horsepower than the pump requires at greatest speed. Simple and 
l.nexpensive overspeed cutout switches have become available, nnd 
they replace some governors. The overspeed cutout does not absorb 



any measurable poyer, thus offering a further advantage over governors. 

Liquid-cooled engines can be cooled by either a radiator or a heat 
ex~p~ger. Usually the radiator is more expensive than the heat 
cxchancer, and it also penalizes the engine output because a tan is 
required. Repla~ing the radiator with a heat exchanger will give up 
to 8 percent more usable horscpower~ Figure 8-14 shows an example 
of 0. heat exohanger and hoy it is attached to the pump discharge pipe 
and engine. The capacity of the heat exchanger must be sized to the 
engine for satisfactory results. There should never be too much cool
ing capacity for the engiue, just as there should never be too little 
cooling capacity. If tlle engine has no thermostat, overcoollng 'Will 
result in ex~esslve sludge formation and subsequent wear. If there 
is a thermostat, the waterfloy through the block will be restricted 
and hot spots lnay develop. The manufacturer's recommendation on engine 
tempera ture sho1.."·~d be followed rAligiously to prevent trouble fl'om 
over or underheating. 

Gasoline and distillate ara the most commonly used fuels for spark
ignition ene.lnes. Liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and natural gas can 
also be used. They are easily burned and have almost no tendency 
to dilute the engine oil ",i th the reaul t that engine maintenance 
is reduced. 

About the only dieadvantageato LPG fuel are the initial cost of 
inotallation, the frequent need for facing exhaust valves and soats, 
and the possib:Hlty of rare batches of cheap fuel that have too high 
sulphur content. A storage tank is necessary for LPG, and this is 
somewhat expensive as it must ",ithstand high pressures and have vnr
ious safety foatures. However, buying in bulk further reduces ~lel 
costs ereatly. Natural gas is similar to LPG in combustion charac
teristics except it does not have as high an energy content. As a 
result, a civen engine will have a lower power output when this fuel 
is substituted for LPG. Natural gas does not require storage facil
ities. However, it must be piped to the pump location. In locations 
where it is readily available, it is less expensive than LPG. 

Tractor foyer. 
The farm tractor is probably the least desirable type of power for 
irrigation pumping. orten th,g tractor i.8 nee:::e~ for both lJU1JPi.ne {tn-: 
fcr-:n ~Pp.!'c.ti.on8 at tne same ttme. Ia th1s case, one or the other 
has to sutfer. It:is often usec1 on small systems ",here irrigation 
is not needed continuously during the growing season. If' a farm 
tractor is available during the irrigation season, it must be one that 
is in good mechanical condition and large enough to operate the pump 
at the required capa~1ty without rtmn1ngat ru.u throttle.. The irrigation 
pump is a constant load machine and differs fram the normal farm tractor 
work ",here the load 1s applied intend ttently. The rann tractor's 
normal day-in and dal-out workload 1s decidedly variable, and usually 
averages far less than the rated load, An engine large enough for a 



tractor may not h~ve sufficient power for pumping as horsepower 
rating of the tractor is based on intermittent operation. 
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The power from a farm tractor may be transmitted to th~ pump through 
either a belt drive or a power takeoff. Tractor manurac~urer8 
usually recommend 85 percent of the maximum belt horsepower output 
and 75 percent of the maximum drawbar horsepower for continuous 
operation. It must also be remembered that there are additional 
losses in the drive which vary with the type of drive. Losses in 
the belt drive were disc~~sed in Belt Drive. 

The power takeoff is the type of drive most commonly used with farm 
tractor power for irrigation pumping. As there is some loss through 
the power-takeoff shaft with speed increases, most authorities feel 
that it is desirable to limit the power takeoff power delivered to 
the irrigation pump to 75 percent of the maximum belt horsepower 
output. This maxtmum of 75 percent \oIOuld apply only where the tractor 
engine is in good mechanical condition. A lower percentage sholud 
be used for older tractors, possibly dropping to 50 percent or lower 
for tractor motors in only fair mechanical condition. 

Power Requirements 

General. 
To determine the actual horsepower of the power tmit used in driving 
a pInup, it is necessary to know the efficiency of the pump, the type 
of drive, type of power unit, the head under which the pump operates, 
and all losses in the piping system. The manufacturer will make 
guarantees on efficiencies that can be obtained for the pumps he 
proposes to fl~ni9h. These efficiencies can be checked in the field 
under actual working conditions by rWilling a series of tests. 

The efficiency of a horizontal centr U'uga1 P'lIDP and 8 vertical 
centrifugal pump mounted in a dry \lell includeo only the losBes 
in the p1.unp proper. The efficiency of a verti.cal su1xnerged centrifu
gal pump includes the losses in the pump plus those incurred from 
the suction to t.he end of the pump discharge. 'rhe efficiency of a 
deep-well turbine pump includes all losses from the intake at the 
end of the l'Owls to the discharge outlet. If the power unit and 
pump are not directly connected, there is a n::irive ll loss that must 
be considered. 'fhese losses are well-enough established to enEl.ble 
accurate asslUUptions to be made for the various types of drives that 
are in common use. (Refer to Drives). 

The useful work done by a pump or the water horsepower (w.hp.) 
required is expressed by the formula: 

w.hp. = g. p. m. x total dynamic head ft. d. h.) 
3,960 
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(The water horsepower represents the power that would be required to 
operate the pump if the pump and drive were lOO-percent efficient.) 

The brake horsepower (b.hp.) required to operate a pump is determined 
by the formula: 

b.hp. 
water torsepower (w.hp.) 

: pump efficiency x drive effioiency 

output .~. 
pump efficiency = input b.hp. 

overall efficiency = pump efficiency x drive efficiency 

Power Requirements for Electric Motors. 
Electric motors are rated at lOO-percent continuous operation and, 
therefore, the required brake horsepower to opernte the pump plus 
losses in the drive is the size of eleotrio motor needed. 

_ g.P~' x total dynamio head (t.d,h.) 
Required b.hp. of motor - 3,90 x pump eff. x drive eff. 

'rhe efficiency of an electric motor must be considered in determining 
powel' consumption. The following formulas apply: 

b. hR. x 0.71/; 
Kw. input to motor = motor efficiency 

- g.Pi;5' x t,d.h, x 0,746 
3,9 x pump eff. x drive err. x motor eff. 

_ t,d.h. x 0,00314 
Kw. - hr. per 1,000 ga.ls. pumped - pump eff. x drh"e o:.a:t. x motor 

eff. 

K 1 1ft - ,LO?4 X t,d.h. __ 
W.-lr.,acre- 00 - PuDp eff. x drive eff. x motor eff. 

Table cl-2 lists a~~rl)x~ .• :'I.te efficienoies of electric motors operating 
a t full load, 
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Table 8-2.--Efflciencies of electric motors operating at full speed 

Horse- 860 
power r.p,m. 

5 81 
7 1/2 82.5 

10 86.5 
15 86 
20 86 
25 86 
)0 86 

Example 8-1: 

Find: 

Solution: 

E('i~1eD~~ Ef'i",~eng~ 
1160 1760 Horse- 860 1160 1760 
r,p,m. r.p.m. power r.p,m. . E.i.m.~ r.p,m, 

77.5 84 40 88 86.5 89.5 
83 84 ;0 89 89 87.5 
83.5 85 60 89 89.5 90 
87 85 75 89 90.5 90.5 
87 84 100 89 90.5 91 
86 89 125 90.5 90 91 
86 86 150 91 91.5 91.5 

200 91.5 91 90 

Given a 1,760-r.p.m. electric motor-driven pump instal
lation with V-belt drive required to deliver 650 g.p.m. 
at 145 t.d.h. Pump efficiency of 75 percent and V-belt 
drive efficiency of 90 percent. 

Motor size and power consumption. 
650 x 145 

Required b.hp. of motor. = )5.3 
3,960 x 0.75 x 0.90 

Use a 40-hp. motor. iJotor efficiency will be approx
imately 89.5 percent (from table 8-2). 

35.) x 0.746 
Input = 0.895 = 29.4 kw. 

145 x 0.00314 
kwh./l,OOO gal. :: = 0.75 

0.75 x 0.90 x 0.895 

POler Requiriments Cor Internal CQmbustion Enginesl 

Internal combustion engines 81'9 rated on the bare engine dynamometer 
np. developed at the shaft; therefore, the efficiency of the unit 
does not enter into computations. The rated hp. of the engine must 
·oe in excess of the required hp. to drive the pump to oCCset the 
losses due to 8ccessories and provide for continuous operation. 

-engine brake horsepower G p m x t d h 
required to operate pump (b.hp.). 960 ••• rf • '~i r 3, x pump e • x ve e f. 
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The fol1o\ollng example shows the met.hod of comput.1.nt; the brake horse
power required by an internal combustion engine to operate an 
irrigation pump; also, the necessary corrections for altitUde, 
temperature, and continuous operation: 

Example 8-2. 

Given: Given a centrifugal pump powered by a direct drive 
gasoline engin~ to dellver 480 g. p. m. at a t. d. h. 
of 180 feet. Pump efficiency - 73 percent. Drive 
efficiency = 100 percent for direct drive. Heat 
exchanger used instead of engine radiator. P~ping 
site is 2,000 feet above Bea level and the daytime 
temperature is 900 F. 

Procedure: B. hp. = _~4_80 ___ x_l_80 __ ~ ___ = 29.9 
3960 x 0.73 x 1.00 

GMeral. 

Corrections for engine losses as follows: Loss -percent 

1. Continuous load operation 20 

2. Accessories ., eenerator, air cleaner, etc. 
(heat exchanger for cooling) 5 

3. Elevation --" ~OOO feet @ 3 percent 
per 1000 feet Above 
sea level 6 

(
00 0 

4. Temperature 90 - 60 = 30 x 1 percent 
per 100 increase) 3 

Total deduction 34 

Size of engine required= 29,9 b.hr. = 45.3 b.hp. 
1.0 -0.34 

Cost of Ptmping 

The engineer may be called upon to compare costs of different 
types of pumping installations, particularly the use of different 
kinds of power lmits. It may also be necessary to determine 
pumping costs in figuring the economics of irrigation. The 
purpose here will be to point out all factors that should be 
taken into consideration in computing the cost of pumping the 
water at the outlet of the pump. 
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It is impossible to give actual costs of pumping-plant installations 
that will be app1i~~ble to all field conditions. Glose estimates 
of equipment and construction costs may be prepared by consultation 
with manufacturers and review of past installations so that the actual 
pumping costs will be within the limits anticipated. 

Cost of pumping includes all fixed and operating costs. Fixed costs 
include all costs for which an initial outlay Is made or a capital 
investment is extended, .inclUding taxes and insurance. Annual 
operating charges inclUde all recurring ~sts. 

Fixed Costs. 

1. Interest. Calculated at the prevailing interest rate on the 
average value of the installation. 

Annual interest cost = 
Value of installation x interest rate 

2 

2. Taxes and insurance. This item varies from one area to 
another. Use actual rates if available. For 
preliminary esttmate3, such costs are usually 
assumed to total about 1 percent of the initial 
cost of the installation. 

3. Depreciation. Depreciation should be based on either time 
of operation or age. In areas where pumps are 
operllted almost continuously, the year around 
hours of operation should be used. Age is a 
satisfactory method for determining depreciation 
where pumps are UBed less than 2,000 hours per 
season. Table 8-3 of depreciation figures, based 
on wrk at the University of Uebraska, can be \tiled 
in figuring de~~eciation: 



Table 8-).---Pumping plant depreciation 

_-=I:.::t~e. _________ • _____ EKOstK.::'=!M=tti..Yltful lU~ _____ _ 

Well and casin8 
Plant bous ing 
Pump turbine: 

Bowl (about 50 percent of cost of PUlllP unit) 
Column, etc. 

Pump, centr 1ragal 
Power transmissions 

Gear head 
V-Belt 
nat-Belt, rubber and fabric 
Flat-Belt, leather 

ElectrIc motor 
Diesel engine 
Gasoline or distillate engine I • 

.lir-cooled 
Water-cooled 

--l:;[ope.ne ,ngine 

Q2erating Coa~l. 

1. Fuel Consu:DptiOD. 

20 years 
20 years 

16,000 ho\U's or 8 years 
)2,<XX> bo\lrS or 16 years 
)2,000 bo\ll"s or 16 years 

)O,()(X) hours or 15 years 
6,000 hours or ) years 

10,000 hours or 5 years 
20,000 bours or 10 years 
50,000 hours or 2S years 
28,000 hours or 14 years 

8,()(X) hours or 4 years 
18,000 hours or 9 years 
28,000 hours or lJ.. DatS 

a. Electric. Power conBUll.ption for electric motors can be 
estimated with a large degree of accuracy. The Blaney
Criddle FONula JI can be Uled as a basis for determining 
seasonal use. Also, stUdies of drought-occur.rence frequencies 
will be he1pf'ul. in detenid n1 ng the amount of pullp1Dg. Two 
methods can be used to ast1JDate pover coat: 

(l) Based on number of gallons of vater pumped. 

Kw.-br. per 1,000 gallons pllIIped • 

tedeh. x 0.00314 
pump eff. x drive aff. x motor eft. 

Annual cost • 

Total..J.iQ. galse for.xear x kw.-bre/l,OOO aals. J..gJSt per ky,-lIl .. 
1,000 

Cost per acre-inch • tv.-br./l,OOO gals. x 27.154 x cost per kY.-hr. 

JI Blaney, H. F.~ and W. D. Criddle. Determining Water Requirements in Irrigated 
Areas from C 1imato1ogical and. Irrigation Data. U. S. Department of 
Agriculture, Soil Conaern.tion SerVice, SCS-TP-96, 1950. 



(2) Based on cost per hour for each hour that pumping 
system operates. For preliminary estimates, the 
cost per hour can be figured from table 8-4. The 
horsepower in the table is the required b. h. p. 
to operate the pump and drive and is DOt necessarily 
the size of the motor provided for the job. The 
figures in the table are based on a motor efficiency 
of 100 percent. Correct these figures according to 
the efficiency of the motor selected. Table 8-2 
lists approximate efficiencies of electric motors 
based on horsepower and r. p. m. 

Example 8-3: 

Givens Pump installation in example 8-2. Required b.hp. = 35.), 
~O h.p. electric motor approximately 89.5 percent 
efficient and operating 1,200 hours per year. Power 
cost at $0.03 per kw.-hr. 

Find: .Fuel cost per hour tor each hour uf operation and 
total yearly cost. 

Solutionl From table 8-4, find cost per hour for J5 b.h.p. at 
$0.03 per kw. = $0.78 for 100 percent efficient motor. 
Then cost per hour for 89.5 percent efficiency = 
~ = $0.87 • 
• 895 

'Iotal yearly cost = 1,200 x O.a? = $.1,0/.4. 

b. Internal combustion. An estimate of the rate of fuel con
sumpt.ion for a given engine can roost accurately be made if 
tl:.e ra.anufacturer IS fuel-consumption curve for that engine 
1s available. When curves are not available, the following 
tabulation which is based on average mechanical Wld operating 
con,~ i.. tions can be USed for preliminary estimating purpos €s: 

Type of enfine 

Gasoline (air-cooled) 
Gasoline (water-cooled) 
Propane 
High-speed Diesel 

Fuel consumed 
Gallons/h.p·-hr. 

1/8 
1/10 
1/7 
1/12 

Fuel consumption of the propane engine probably has 
the greates ~ variance because the compression ratio 
hils a marked effect on rate of fuel consumption. 
Fngines with higher compression ratios consume less 
fuel. J.ny engine in poor repair may exceed the ratio 
given. The loads imposed on the engine is an impor
tant factor in fuel consumption. lo'usl cost will go 
up if the throttle settin{; of the engine is increased 
beyond the manufacturer IS recommendation. 
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(Coot per ) (Fuel consluned) 
(hour of' )= b.hp. x (in ge.1.1ons ) x cost of fuel peT EsT. 
(operation) (per h.p. hot~) 

ToteJ. 8tlJ'.I18.1 fuel cost. = Cost per hour x 'l'ot~1 hOUl":1 opcrr.ted. 

Fuel consumption of natural gas enginea vary with the 
B.T.U. content of the gas. For estimating pl~poseR, 
it can be assumed that 10 cubic feet of gas are re
quired for each horsepower-hour of operation. 

2. Lubricating Oil and Greases. 

a. Negligible for electric-driven plants. 

b. Internal combustion engines. 

Lubricating oil 
Grease per hr. 
of' operation 

Gasoline engine 1 gal. per 1,OCO hp.-hrs. 
Diesel 1 gal. per 1,000 hp.-hrs. 

$0.01 
.01 
.01 LPG and natural gas 0.3 gal. per 1,000 hp.-hrs. 

3. Fngine maintenance and repairs. Repair costs are difficult 
to estimate since they tend to increase with the age of the 
equipment. The amount of repairs are largely affected by 
the total hours of operation. When accurate costs are not 
available, the following can be used to estimate repair and 
maintenance costs: 

Electr:J.c rootors 
Gasoline and distillate 
Die::Jel 

4. Pump MBintenance and RepAirs. 

Turbine: Yearly cost = 
Centrifugal: Yearly cost = 

~3.oo/year w.hp. 
$ .00175 per w.hp-hrs. 
t .0021 per w.hp.·~hrs. 

One-half total cos~ 
Estimated life in years 
Total cost 
Fstimated life in years 

5. Shelter J.nintenance - C2.00 per year. 

6. Attendance + Percent of plant operation time x Prevailing 
wage rate. 

The percent of plant-operation time varies according to the 
type of installation as follows: 

Diesels with large storage tank, electric or natural gas - 3 percent 
Gasoline or distillate plants permanently mounted - 5 percent 
Mbvable installations - 10 percent 
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Table 8-4.--Electrio motor power costs 11 

-Required b.hp. 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
.30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
120 
140 
160 
175 
IdO 
200 
225 
250 
275 
300 

E1ectrio motor cost per hour based on 100 
peroent A.C. power faotor and 100 percent 
motor efficiency when the current rate rr kilowatt hour is 

iJ 5 

0.03 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.1) 0.15 0.17 0.19 
.06 .0'7 .11 .15 .19 .22 .26 .30 .34 .37 
.08 .11 .17 .22 .28 .34 .39 .45 .50 .56 
.11 .15 .22 .30 .37 .45 .52 .60 .67 .75 
.14 .19 .28 .37 .47 .56 .65 .75 .39 .93 
.17 .22 .34 .45 .56 .67 .78 .90 1.01 1.12 
.20 .26 .39 .52 .65 .78 .91 1.04 1.18 1.31 
.22 .30 .45 .60 .75 .90 1.04 1.19 1.34 1.49 
.25 .34 .50 .67 .84 1.01 1.18 1.34 1.51 1.68 
.28 .37 .56 .75 .93 1.12 1.31 1.49 1.68 1.87 
.34 .45 .67 .90 1.12 1.34 1.57 1.79 2.01 2.24 
.39 .52 .78 1.04 1.31 1.57 1.83 2.09 2.35 2.61 
.45 .60 .90 1.19 1.49 1.79 2.09 2.39 2.69 2.98 
.5U .67 1.01 1.34 1.68 ~01 2.35 2.69 3.02 3.36 
.56 .75 1.12 1.49 1.87 2.24 2.62 2.99 3.36 3.74 
.67 .90 1.34 1.79 2.24 2.69 3.13 3.58 4.03 4.48 
.78 1.04 1.57 2.09 2.61 3.13 3.66 4.18 4.70 5.22 
.90 1.19 1.79 2.39 2.98 3.58 4.18 4.77 5.37 ;.97 
.98 1.31 1.96 2.61 3.26 3.92 4.57 5.22 S.Ed 5.28 

1.01 1.34 2.01 2.69 3.36 4.03 4.70 5.37 6.04 6.71 
1.12 1.49 2.24 2.98 .3.73 4.48 5.22 5.97 6.71 7.46 
1.26 1.68 2.52 3.36 4.20 5.04 5.88 6.71 7.55 8.39 
1.40 1.87 2.eO 3073 4.66 5.60 6.53 7.46 8.39 9.33 
1.54 2.05 3.03 4.10 5.13 6.16 7.18 8.21 9.2310.26 
1.68 2.24 3.36 4.413 5.60 6.71 7.83 B.95 10m ll..19 

JJ ::lectl'ic 'llotor cost is tesf':J. on ~"ll~ \.ic~i-.·e:-~~ i.cr~ef')' ... er, 
a~sum.i.r.&6 u..'1 effidenc~· or lOG rercer.t fur tb'! motnr ~,t:-:~l.f, 
100 ~ercent electrica.l. power fl;!.:tor, and. continuoWl full
l::>ad operation. 
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Summary. 

Total yearly costs = fixed cost + operating cost 

Cost per acre-foot 
t.otal yearly cost 

= 
acre-foot of water pumped 

Cost per acre-foot per foot of lift = cost per Bcre-fol 
feet of pumping : 

Operatinc cost per acre-foot = operating cost 

acre-foot of water pum~ 

Cost per acre = total "early co.t 
acres irrigatea 

Annua.l f:txed costs depend entirely upon the 8lOOWlt of initial investment 
In attempting to reduce these fixed costs, it is usually not a sound 
policy to purchase smaller equipment than needed or equipment of low 
qllaJ.it:(. A smaller Pll..11pill(; plant that must pump the required 8lIlOWlt 
of water will natUl·~ll.:,,, htwe to operate over a longer period of time. 
The fixed costs by uSUl€:~ the srne.ller plant wou.ld be reduced. The 
operating costs,oowever, may be increased in greater proportion. A 
plaut of ereater initiA.l cost may be sufficiently more economical in 
fuel ~nd repairs to warr~~t the higher fixed costs. 

nnl~' a cost study \Jill r.i'le the information necessary to arrive at 
the best select.ion. it co;nb).nation of fixed and operating costs re
sulting in the lo~e5t over-all costs will generally be the best 
selection of t.be type and size of pwuping plant. 

T"x£1!llple 8-4: 

C i "/er; : 

,. l 
l'10 •. : 

. 301 uUor:: 

Si:<-inch centrifut.a1 ptlI:lp, flexible coupling 
drive; 6-cylinder illdllstrial water-cooled gaso
line el1Cine; \.Iooden pu .... np house ... ith concrete 
fOl1r.,.1ation; 70 a.cres irrigated with :,·et:.rl:; &p
plication of 12 feet of water; 60 b.!,!;:. required; 
u:..:era.teci 4fX) r:cl.:l'S per yenr; totr.l pu:upinC head 
of ;~;-~O feet; r,&.srJ. 1.ne at $0.25/ pI-lIon Md oil at 
~~; .00 !'.\.r [:,f111on; lr;terest rate' o;.~ 5 percent. 

70tnl /P'.qr:!.;.r ~ost; t.)t,el yearly cost !)Por acre
:oot; ati:"I:.iJJ-~ operating cost per ELm-e-foot; and 
tota) annual cost per acre irriEa.ted • 

1. Tnitiel lnves~~ent. 

hunp r..:'nplp.tl~ with suc~ion ho.e and strainer 780.00 
,. ·"'~:Ilinder ind~trial rasoline en.r,:irle •••••• 1,270.00 

'.llilp house and foundation,.................. 600.00 
$2,650.00 



2. Fixed Cost 

Ii. Interest ( 2650 x 0.05) 
2 • •••••••••• 

b. Tu.xes and inslu-~nce (? ,65·0 x 0.01) ••••••••• 

c. Depredetion 

CentrifugA.l pllmp--- 16 yE'~r!'l 

GasoJine Imgine--- 9 yeGrs 

Pu .. rnp house ---------- /.0 y~ar8 

7,q0 
)6 

1270 
9 

600 
:w 

•••••• 

••••• 

••••• 

TQtRl fixer! cost 

3. Annual Operat, tnt?, Cost 

Ii. Fuel consumption 

(Cost per ) 
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Dollars 

66.25 

26.50 

48.75 

l41.J 1 

)0.00 

C3l2.61 

(hour of ) = 60 b.hp. x 0.1 gal./hp. x CO.25/gal.= t,1.50 
(0 perat ion ) 

Total. :ulnuB.l fuel CIJst, = .)1.50 x 400 hours...... C600.00 

b. Lubricllti.ne 011 and greases 

Oil - .J.tOO hOl;r:~ x_?Q--'p!.he •. x $1.00 per gl'Jl .... 
1.,000 hVur9 

Gres.se - 4W hours x ;~O.Ol per hr. •••••••••••••• 

c. Engine maintenance and repairs 

..,.hp. = ·?'OJ {~. r. 'TI. x ~~~O fcet = 1.1 .. 4 
3,960 w.hp. 

Cost = 1..4.4 w.hp. x ACe hours x ~.0.00175 ••• " ••• 

Dollars 

24.00 

4.00 



~. 

'~ 

n.. ft'JQp mo. i.ntell-'UlCe I'lnd rep~J rs 

Yearly cost = 780 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3he1ter maintenance •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

f. Attendance - 400 hours x 0.05 x t.l.00 per tour 

Total a.nnual operAtine coot 

4. 3ummary of Costs: 

'Total yearly cost = $.312.61 + $729.9.3 
~,l.lars 

= 1,a42.44 

Cost per acre-foot = . 1.042·44 = 
1 tt. x 70 acres 

Dollars 

~~.75 

2.00 

20.00 

t·729.8.3 

Cost pel' acre-foot per foot of lift = 14.89 = $0.068 
220 

Operating cost per acre-foot = 729.83 
70 acres 

Total Rnnual cost per acre = . 1,042 ,UI: 
70 acres 

= 10.4.3 

= 14.89 
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